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New York Central System Historical Society 

 The New York Central System 
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was 
organized in March 1970 by the 
combined efforts of several former 
employees of the New York 
Central Railroad. The NYCSHS is 
chartered as a non-profit 
corporation under the laws of the 
state of Ohio. The vision of the 
NYCSHS is to be the preferred 
source of information and 
products related to the New York 
Central System. The mission of the 
NYCSHS is to perpetuate the 
legacy of the New York Central 
System by acquiring and 
preserving its history, traditions, 
documents, and artifacts; and by 
disseminating accurate inform-
ation and products consistent with 
good stewardship.  

Your membership gets you four 
issues of the popularly acclaimed 

Central Headlight, the official 
publication of the NYCSHS. The 
Central Headlight is only available 
to members, and each issue 
contains a wealth of information 
each quarter. From steam to diesel 
(and electric), from freight to 
passenger, from branchline to 
mainline, the Central Headlight 
covers them all. Our Annual 
Meetings focus on the preservation 
of New York Central railroad 
history with informative speakers, 
presentations, and tours. The 
Society also has many NYC 
reference books and drawings 
available for purchase. Member-
ship is open to all; so don't delay; 
join today! www.nycshs.net 

Or you may download a member-
ship form at: 
https://nycshs.org/nycshs-
membership 

  

 
Board of Directors 

F. Bongiovanni, J. Cannizzaro, 
J. Epperson, T.R. Gerbracht, 
S.H. Lustig, D.T. Mackay, R.C. 
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Stoving, J.C. Suhs, M.K. 
Vescelus, N.F. Widdifield 
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                    Frank Knight 

The NYCSHS Modelers Committee 
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members.  We meet on the phone about 
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members. 
The members of the committee are Seth Lakin, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Mackay, 
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Larry Grant, 
Ralph Schiring, Alex Schneider, Charles Newton, Alex Warshal, Mike Vescelus, Charlie Newton, Vic 
Roman, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.  
We have released over 625 models at up to 20% off MSRP to NYCHS members and have sold more 
than 5,000 models and taken pre-orders for many more.  We have offered several HO-scale, S-scale, 
N-scale, and O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale 
models to be released in coming months.  Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for 
more information.  Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/ 
We have released many new NYC models over the last ten years, but if you have some ideas for us, 
contact us at nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org 
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GGrreeeettiinnggss  ffrroomm  tthhee  EElleeccttrroonniicc  AArrcchhiivvee  
Robert McQueen, NYCSHS Directors 

Dave Mackay asked me to fill in for him this quarter.  Many of you have seen the electronic archive 
we put into place in early 2021.  I’ve had the pleasure of working with a good team of people that 
have brought to you the photographic archive we have today.  To me, this is an endless source of 
photographic evidence to base my modeling upon. 

For me, understanding how to model based upon pictures dates to an online clinic in 2005, I had 
the pleasure of attending offered by Jim Six.  He started off presenting photographs of the prototype 
and all the differences that there were in the different versions of the EMD GP7.  The photographs 
that we have today would have answered some of the questions that he posed to the group, such 
as are those extra lift rings on top?  I’ve been using the electronic archive to look at different pictures 
of the EMD F2 (NYCS had only two).  The F2 paint schemes, ATS shoe, grill work, extra grabs and 
others all changed depending upon the timeframe you are modeling.  Without the pictures, I’d be 
unsure on how to model this unique unit. 

At this time, I’ve been working on determining how best to put the NYCS validation maps into the 
archive, cleaning up some of the drawings and working on my EMD F2 unit to put sound in it.  I 
can definitely answer two questions that were raised during that clinic 17 years ago, some P&LE 
units were painted Pacemaker Green and there were extra lift rings on the roof of that GP7. 

 

Robert 

 
NYC EMD DFA-1b (F2) #1605 at Detroit, MI                   NYC EMD DFA-1b(F2) at West Detroit, MI 

Both from the NYCSHS Digital Archive System  https://nycshs.omeka.net/ 

        

Greetings from the NYCSHS President 
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President 
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The outlook for new NYCS models continues to not be 
very encouraging but we will continue to bring them to 
you as they are released. 

Over the last three months we have offered several 
models in N-scale, HO-scale and O-scale, gauge, but the 
timeline for delivery continues to increase. There are 
virtually no models being advertised for immediate 
release.  All are pre-orders as manufactures seek to 
determine guaranteed numbers desired before 
committing to production. That trend will continue for a 
long time. 

Some good news is that we are scheduling a NYCSHS 
Mini convention in Berea, OH on September 24 and have 
an interesting group of presenters committed and the 
Crowne Plaza Cleveland Airport reserved with 
NYCSHS group rates for attendees.  See details 
elsewhere in this edition and plan to join us there. 

The Collinwood Shop will be open following the 
meeting with many models, books, and NYCSHS 
archive surplus items for sale. Don’t miss it. 

It is still a great time to be modeling the NYCS and we 
hope you take the time to share your modeling with us. 

If you have photos or models that you haven’t shared 
with us in past editions, please consider contacting us 
and adding your talent and articles to the many who 
have shown off their NYCS modeling in the past.  

If you are interested, please contact me at: 
nfwiddifield@nycshs.org or call me at 703-407-3059. Let 
us see what you model on the NYCS. 

Thanks, Noel

Aswe 

The NYCentral Modeler 
This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose of 
providing NYCS modeling information.  It is a 
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –- 
all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for 
personal use only. It is not for sale. 

We encourage articles and photos submitted for 
publication.  Materials submitted are considered to 
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the 
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her 
representative(s).  The Society reserves the right to 
reject, for any reason, any material submitted. 

We need articles for scales in addition to HO.  We 
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-, 
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales  but 
want more non-HO articles. 

Please contact the editor for submission information 
and guidelines.  We have a style guide to be used for 
articles and will send it to any aspiring author. 
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x 480 
pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.  Statements 
and opinions made are those of the authors and 
don’t necessarily represent those of the Society. 

We make every effort to ensure all information is 
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for 
accuracy.  All articles and photos should be sent to: 
NYCBigFour@verizon.net 

We really want to hear what you think 
concerning this issue and about your modeling 
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.  

Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook! 
https://www.facebook.com/New-York-
Central-System-Historical-Society-
302109173240295/ 

NYCSHS Publications & Info   NYCSHSFacebook NYCSHS-Members 

NYCSHS Central Headlight:  R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net   NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection 

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: nfwiddifield@nycshs.org 

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trgerbracht@nycshs.org      NYC Passenger Cars:  Dave Staplin: staplindave@yahoo.com 

From the Cab
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Seth Lakin – NYC NW2 Swithchers: Part 2 – HO-Modeling Using a Kato Model     Page 48                                                          

  
 

Tom Long– Modeling a ACF Baggage/Coach in N-Scale                                    Page 55                                 

   
Tom has a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Texas at 
Austin and a Graduate Certificate in Systems Engineering from Johns Hopkins University. 
He and his wife Karen currently live in Maryland where he works for the Navy as a Systems 
Engineer.  This is Tom’s seventh article in the NYCentral Modeler. 

 
Jeff Mann – Building a NYCS 4’ X 6’ Layout                                        Page 60 

 
 

Brain Marotta  – The NYCentral Modeler Tool Shop        Page 62 

 

 
 
provide commentary on the mighty New York Central and its famous trains that used to ply 
the rails. Modeling a small section of the Hudson Division allows him to have a slice of east 
coast railroading in his Colorado home.   

Tom Long is an avid Boston and Albany fan and N-scale modeler and has 
been a member of the NYCSHS since 2004. Tom became a fan of the B&A 
after moving to Framingham, MA in 1991. He attended Joseph P. Keefe 
Technical High School, just across the street from Nevins Yard. Tom lived at 
milepost 23 and would walk to and from school along the B&A.  
 

Brian Marotta has modeled the New York Central since 1998.  He has been 
collecting N scale for most of his life, when his mother bought him a basic N 
scale train set when they lived in an apartment and didn’t have space for 
anything larger.  As a child in the 1980s, he would spend time watching trains 
along both sides of the Hudson River with one of his uncles, who would  
 

Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's Water Level 
Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN. However, his earliest railroad 
memories are not of NYC trains, but of diesels of the late 1970s and early 1980s 
Conrail.  This is Seth’s eleventh article as he continues to share his modeling talents 
with us. Seth is chair of the NYCSHS Model Committee and is a prolific modeler 
 

Jeff	is	a	retired	hospital	IT	manager	who	lives	and	grew	up	in	New	York	City.		As	
a	 lifelong	 railfan	 particularly	 a	 lifelong	 New	 York	 Central	 railfan,	 He	 was	
exposed	to	many	forms	of	rail	transportation.	It	was	natural	for	him,	though	to	
evolve	into	model	trains	and	DCC. 
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He juggles his time between model railroading, family time, being active in the outdoors, and 
working as an aerospace engineer.  He is fortunate to have a wife that fully supports his hobby 
and is always willing to push him down into the basement when he needs time to decompress.  
His love of trains is also not lost on his 7-year-old daughter, who asked to have her own oval 
of N scale to run and happily joins him when he is working on his layout. 
 
Hank Falkan – Creating a 1908 NYC (Big Four) Caboose in F-Scale              Page 63                                   

 
He	married	his	wife,	Lori	in	1949	and	they	have	five	children,	six	grandchildren,	and	four	great-
grandchildren.		Lori	spent	31	years	as	an	Elementary	School	teacher.		They	now	reside	in	Vedra,	
Florida.	As	a	hobbyist,	he	documents	all	of	the	projects	he	works	on.			
	
Chuck Beargie  – A Small Midwestern Town Along a NYC Branchlin – Part 4         Page 72                                         

 
He looked around at other prototypes to model, and settled on the town of Jefferson, Ohio, 
which was on the Franklin / Oil City branch of the NYC. The primary focus is on the 1920s, 
but other eras are researched and simulated as well. 
 
Chuck’s research activity for modeling Jefferson Ohio led him to joining the NYCSHS in 2001 
(member # 5459). The 2000s were challenging times for the Society. He became more active, 
joining the Board of Directors in 2010, and becoming the Archivist in 2011. He resigned these 
positions upon relocating from Cleveland to St. Louis in 2015. Chuck has retired as an 
aerospace quality engineer and is working as an independent contractor in the aviation field.   
 

Thomas Lange – Modeling the High Line on a Budget                             Page 83 

 
 

He was infected with the railroad bug in early childhood, but during high school interests 
changed to HO-scale cars. The railroad bug bit again when he saw the Bachmann 3-truck shay 
the first time. This led him into American and logging railroads. Next to railroad modelling, 
he also collects antique HO-scale rolling stock and has also made cooking a hobby. 

He	 was	 born	 on	 Jan.	 20,1924	 in	 Cleveland,	 Ohio.		 (He	 is	 Great	 at	 98)	 He	
graduated	from	Euclid	Shore	High	School	in	June	1942.		Served	in	the	U.S.	Army	
from	1942	to	1945	and	went	through	the	"Battle	of	the	Bulge."			He	graduated	
from	Ohio	State	University	in	1951	with	a	degree	in	Industrial	Engineering.	

 
 
 

Chuck Beargie has been a model railroader since his high school days, and 
from the beginning has been a prototype modeler. Through most of the 
1980s and 1990s he researched and modeled the Sierra Railroad of 
California. However, after nearly two decades, his interest in the Sierra 
started to wane. 
 
 

Thomas lives in Germany close to Hanau which is approximately 25 miles 
east of Frankfurt Airport (former Rhein-Main airbase). Educated as a dental 
technician and having worked for nearly 40 years in labs and dental 
industry, he now enjoys retirement. 
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PPhhiill  DDaarrkkiinnss  ––  WWhhaatt  LLiieess  BBeenneeaatthh    Page 90  

bus	in	NZ's	capital	city,	performing	on	stage	as	a	vocalist	and	guitarist	or	honouring	the	beck	and	
call	of	his	wife,	Natalie,	and	their	11-year-old	daughter,	Lily. 

Phil's	various	USA	connections	include	an	obsession	with	everything	New	York	Central	Railroad	
and	his	software	developer	son,	Leighton,	currently	residing	in	Dallas,	TX. 

IImmaaggiinnee  YYoouurrsseellff  PPiiccttuurreedd  HHeerree  wwiitthh  tthhee  TTiittllee  ooff  YYoouurr  AArrttiiccllee  aanndd  PPaaggee  ##  
We know that you are a great modeler, and we would love to see some of your work here in 
the NYCentral Modeler. Articles are pretty easy to do, and our readers would love to hear about 
your layout, collection, and your modeling skills. 

All it takes is for you to take a few photos of your layout and then write about it.  Developing 
an outline helps keep you on track. Or if you are building something for your hobby, just take 
photos as you build and then write the article from the photos.  If you have a collection, 
photograph some of your favorites and then just write about how and why you have collected 
what you have. We have some material we can send you to help you with writing the article 
and tips on how to take excellent photos to go with the article. 

We are prepared to help you do this.  Contact us and we will provide the help and guidance 
that will allow you to write a great article to share with all of us. nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org 

First-time authors for the NYCentral Modeler will receive a NYCSHS Author’s t-shirt for 
your first effort. If you have written for us before, you know the satisfaction of seeing your 
excellent modeling efforts here on these pages! 

NYCSHS Website – Where you can find out everything NYCSHS – www.NYCSHS.org

When	he's	not	designing	or	building	a	model	 railroad,	Phil	Darkins	 is	 either	
tramping	(that's	Kiwi	 lingo	 for	 'hiking')	 the	myriad	gorgeous	trails	and	awe-
inspiring	mountains	of	his	beloved	Aotearoa,	New	Zealand,	appearing	in	US	TV	
commercials	or	movies	shot	in	his	stunningly	scenic	home	country,	driving	a 
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Hall of Heroes 
We have two new authors to receive our NYCSHS 

Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their  
first article in the magazine. 

The two new authors are Hank Falkin & Jeff Mann, who get a t-shirt for 

their articles. This edition has several veteran writers for the NYCentral Modeler!!! 

Why don’t you write one for us???

NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo” 
Tell us what you think this might be and where it was located. Send your answers to 
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org 
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NYC Lines Magazine May 1928 

  
One of the thousands of new Dodge motor cars which have been shipped in 1928 from the factory in 
Detroit over the NYCL, standing beside #5239, one of the powerful new Hudson type locomotives. 

Forty-seven years of Big Four service were culminated in a triumphal trip from Peoria to Indianapolis, 
April 1, 1828, when Charles .C Caray, engineman drives a gaily bedecked engine on his farewell run 
before being retired at age of seventy. 
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NYC Lines Magazine September 1928 

 
One of the new NYCL Hudson locomotives, as equipped with the automatic train control devices that 
had just been put into use on the entire system. Passengers traveling on the system were now protected 
by this system, that automatically stopped the train the second the engineman failed to acknowledge 
the signal. 

 
The magazine even had articles published to entertain the NYCL employees and their families.  

Order Your Copy Of This Fascinating Collection 
 https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html 

Some of the great photos and ads from the 
New York Central Lines Magazine 
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Did Your Grandfather or Great-Grandfather Work on One of These 
Or See It in the NYCS Headlight 1960’s Magazine For Employees? 

 

 
The all-steel bay window cabooses were built at the East Rochester, NY shops and one brand new one 
is one display here. Looks a lot like the one now owned by our own NYCSHS member, Joe Burgess. 
Look for some color photos of Joe’s brand-new looking caboose elsewhere in this edition. 

 
Big Four NYCS yard outside Indianapolis celebrates the first year of operations and the accompanying 
article in the magazine tells this story. 
 

Just some samples of the great photos and articles that can be 
found on flash drives available from the Collinwood Shop 
at:https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-
Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html 
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The great collection of NYCS locomotive photos 

now on Flash Drives!!! 
 

 
This drive contains a collection of photographs from the NYCSHS archives.  It provides 
a small number of the several thousand photos that have been scanned by NYCSHS 
Archive volunteers over many years.  The majority of archive photo collection comes 
from the many photos saved when the NYCS merged to become the Penn Central 
Railroad.  Additional photos came from individual donors of their collections to the 
NYCSHS. 

These locomotives were built by a number of manufacturers over the years. They were 
sometimes referred to as "Yard Goats" by the NYCS employees. The collection includes 
a complete roster of all of the NYC 0-8-0s. An Excel spreadsheet is included with all of 
the information available for each photo. (Not always a lot of information as the 
photographers did not always leave good documentation.) The spreadsheet has links that 
take you directly to the photos. (The links do not work on Mac computers because for 
some reason Microsoft chose to disable this capability.)  

This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCSHS 
archive volunteers. 

Don't miss out on this collection of images of 165 images from the NYCSHS 
archives. 
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                            Don’t Miss This One!! 

         
NYC Locomotive Photo Collection “Streamliners” 

 
Available at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Digital-Photo-

Collections_c_163.html 
Or just look in the Shop under the Digital Photos section. 

 
Union Station Products Passenger Components 

(N-, HO-, S-, & O-Scale) 

 
Union Station Products makes passenger car sides that enable you to model your favorite 
railroad's passenger cars. All sides are undecorated in white styrene and come with window 
glazing. Most sides will also come with floor plans and a photo of the car. They require a core 
kit or donor r-t-r car to complete. It is possible to build any NYC lightweight car with these 
sides. The descriptions allow you to be sure your are buying the correct version. 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Union-Station-Products-_bymfg_67-0-1.html 
 

This is a publicity 
shot of the ALCo-
Schenectady, NYC 
K-5b, #4915, James 
Whitcomb Riley, at 
Chicago, IL. 

Watch for an additional 
announcement for other 
up-coming additions to 
the expanding collection 
of NYC Locomotive 
digital photos on flash 
drives or search for 
them in the Digital 
Shop!!! 
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N-Scale Rolling Stock 
Atlas 

 
Features: 
• Prototypical non-terminating corrugated 
ends 
• Diagonal paneled roof 
• Single 10-foot YSD design sliding door (non-
operating) 
• Detailed cross-member attachment rivets on  
weighted, detailed underframes 
• True scale dimensions with accurate details 
• Equipped with AccuMate® knuckle coupler 
Atlas and the NYCSHS are donating all 
profits from the sale of these cars to 
Ukrainian Refugee Relief Organizations. 
 MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery TBA 
These are no longer available in the Collinwood 
Shop 
  
Bluford  

 
NYC 3-Bay Offset Side Hoppers 
Features:  
• Die-cast slope sheet 
• Hopper bay-center sill assembly 
• Injection molded plastic sides, ends, and 

hopper doors 
• Slope sheet braces 
• Appropriate loads 
• Body mounted magnetic 
• Close coupling 
• Five road numbers 

MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery TBA 
These are available in the Collinwood Shop 
 

 
P&LE 70 Ton 3-Bay Offset Side Hopper(Cigar 
Band) 
70 ton 3-Bay Offset Side Hoppers first appeared 
in the late '20s and by the late '30s had become 
an AAR standard design with cars delivered 
from several builders in large quantities. The 
last of these cars were delivered in the late-'60s 
and many remained in service through the '80s. 
  
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie was slow to adopt parent 
New York Central’s cigar band logo, but it 
began to appear on these hoppers circa 1962. 
Called the Little Giant, P&LE was just 233 miles 
long but required a fleet of 25,000 freight cars to 
keep their customers supplied.  
 
Features:  

• Diecast slope sheet-hopper bay-center 
sill assembly  

• Injection molded plastic sides, ends, 
and hopper doors  

• Fully molded brake tank, valve and air 
lines  

• Slope sheet braces  
• Separately molded vertical brake rod 

and lever assembly; body mounted 
brake hose detail  

• Coal load   
• Body mounted magnetically operating 

couplers  
• Close coupling; friction bearing or roller 

bearing trucks   
• All road names are produced in 

multiple road numbers.  
• Draft artwork is shown and is subject to 

improvement  
• Six road numbers 

MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2023 
These are available in the Collinwood Shop 
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NYCS 8-Panel Hoppers (P&E, TOC, NYC) 
In the mid-60s, New York Central’s massive 
Despatch Shops greatly increased the pace of 
rebuilding 2-bay hoppers into thousands of new 
8-panel cars. During this period, NYC preferred 
to place the reporting marks and road number 
toward the right end of the hopper side, a 
practice often (but not always) used on NYC 
boxcars in the same era.  
 
Peoria & Eastern was a subsidiary of New York 
Central running from Indianapolis to Peoria. 
NYC was known for its large stable of 
subsidiary railroads, but P&E had more of a 
separate identity than most, maintaining it right 
through the Penn Central merger.  
 
Most 8-panel hoppers were the result of the 
rebuilding of other styles of 2-bay hoppers.  
 
These ready-to-run cars feature die cast slope 
sheet-hopper bay-center sill assembly; injection 
molded plastic sides, ends, and hopper doors; 
fully molded brake tank, valve and air lines; 
body mounted brake hose detail; load; body 
mounted magnetically operating knuckle 

couplers; close coupling; and Fox Valley Models 
metal wheels. 
NYC – 6 road numbers, P&E 4 road numbers 
TOC 4 road numbers 
MSRP $27.95 Expected Delivery May 2022 
These were available in the Collinwood Shop, but 
the ordering deadline is now past. 
 
N-Scale Locomotives 
Rapido 

 

EMD’s E-8 (and successor, E-9) were the 
quintessential North American passenger 
locomotive of the 1950s through the 1970s. 450 
E8A and 46 E8B units were produced, with an 
additional 100 E9A and 44 E9B locos following. 
The first E8s were delivered in 1949, with the 
last E9 being produced in 1964. 

Features: 

• 3D laser-scanned body shell 
• Accurate nose and roof contours 
• 36” fan, 48” fan or non-dynamic brake  
• Single- or dual-headlight configurations 
• Correct pilot 
• Correct side grills 
• Original porthole sides or rebuilt with 

blanked sides  
• Skirted or non-skirted fuel tanks 
• Original square and sloped or Hyatt 

roller bearing journal boxes 
• Heavy die-cast chassis 
• Smooth running drive system with all 

wheels powered 
• Complete lighting effects – headlights, 

class lights, backup lights, ground 
lights, cab lights and more 

• Numerous road-specific detail parts in 
both plastic and etched metal. 

MSRP $365.95 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2023 
These are available in the Collinwood Shop 
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HO-Scale Rolling Stock 
Accurail 

 
B&A 41’ Steel Gondola (Singles or 3-car 
sets) 
Just announced so no details but this is not 
from a time the B&A included the NYCS 
logo on the cars. 
MSRP $19.98 Singles $58.98 3-car sets 
Expected Deliver TBD These are available in 
the Collinwood Shop 
 
American Model Builders 

 
 
NYC Rebuilt Former LS&MS Caboose Kit No. 
891 New York Central Standard Short Wood 
Caboose – Like its more famous and similar 
appearing cousin, the 19000 series wood 
caboose, the New York Central’s standard short 
wood caboose also displays that distinctive low 
cupola so associated with this iconic railroad but 
was four-feet shorter in length and equipped 
with only two side widows. Referred to as a 
“standard” for the NYC and sprinkled 
throughout the 18000 series, these cars were a 
compilation of inherited Lake Shore & Michigan 
Southern Cabooses. Originally constructed 
during the turn of the 20th century, the 26-foot-

long wooden cars were rebuilt following the 
LS&MS and New York Central & Hudson River 
Railroad merger of 1914. These cabooses were 
updated with common features such as window 
arrangement, steel underframes, and low 
cupolas with wrap-around roof walks, but, as 
different company shops were involved, subtle 
variations resulted. Most noticeably, these 
include the side window placement at the A end 
of the carbody (the HO kit displays the most 
common arrangement based on photographic 
research), end ladder style, and roofwalk design.  
 
The former LS&MS cabooses entered the 18000-
18649 series after NYC’s system-wide 
renumbering in 1936 and eventually received 
further upgrades, such as safety appliances and 
AB style brake gear. The exact number of cars 
that survived to this point is not known, but 
several the prototypes that have been 
documented in the company archives were still 
on the roster into the 1960s. With the arrival of 
NYC’s new all-steel transfer cabooses and their 
assignment to the 18000 series, any standard 
short wood cabooses not previously retired 
would have been renumbered into the 17000 
series. 
 
American Model Builders’ newest HO-scale 
laser-cut wood caboose craftsman kit captures 
the many nuances of NYC’s standard short 
caboose and is sure to please the most finicky of 
NYC aficionados. Kit No. 891 features 100% 
laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed 
side and end walls, Tab & Slot and Peel & Stick 
construction, laser-cut underframe, end 
platforms, end railing, and brake wheels, cast 
resin platform steps and AB style brake gear, 
white metal smokejack, injection molded 
turnbuckles, custom decals by Tichy Train 
Group, fully illustrated instructions that 
provide information on painting and decaling 
the assembled model, and several fixtures to aid 
the modeler in creating all the handholds, 
ladders and truss rods appropriate for the 
prototype. In addition, the HO-scale kit 
provides for optional details too such as square 
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or rounded body corner posts, side windows 
that can be modeled open or closed, two 
different styles of end ladders and roofwalks, 
cupola end window variation, and a complete 
set of screen doors and windows. Trucks and 
couplers are not included 
MSRP $64.95 Expected Delivery Now 
These are available in the Collinwood Shop 
 
Atlas 

 
Ukrainian Peace Boxcars 
Features: 
• True scale dimensions with accurate details 
• Weighted, detailed underframes 
• Equipped with AccuMate® Knuckle 
Couplers 
• Trucks equipped with free-rolling metal 
wheels 
• Accurate painting and lettering 
Atlas and the NYCSHS are donating all 
profits from the sale of these cars to 
Ukrainian Refugee Relief Organizations. 
 MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery TBA 
These no longer available in the Collinwood Shop 
 
Bowser 

 
NYCS Boxcars P&LE Century Green 

 
NYCS Pacemaker 
Features: 

• Crisp details 
• Sharp painting & printing 
• Metal wheels 
• Knuckle couplers 
• Three road numbers  

MSRP $29.95 Expected Delivery Early 2023. 
2023 These were available in the Collinwood 
Shop but have passed the order date. 
 
Resin Car Works

 
Mini-Kit NYC 55-Ton Enterprise Railway 
Equipment Offset Hopper Sides 
These NYC Lines 30-foot, 6-inch hoppers 
were among the earliest built with offset 
sides. The NYC labelled them as self-
clearing hoppers. 
 
The NYC installed 2,050 of these cars from 
1924 to 1927. They were originally assigned 
to CCC&StL, Michigan Central, NYC, and 
Peoria & Eastern. The New York Central 
reorganized their fleet in the mid-1930s and 
began renumbering all these cars starting in 
1936. 
 
The HO-scale NYC HM-1 mini kit consists 
of the resin parts and decals that follow the 
post-1936 lettering. All other small parts, 
styrene pieces, and couplers are supplied by 
the modeler. The resin castings can be 
applied to an Accurail or Tichy USRA 
hopper car after the side stakes are removed, 
and the area sanded smooth. 
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Same kit as the one above but with a decal 
set for the as-built lettering. 
 
MSRP $20.00 Expected Delivery Now 
 
O-Scale Locomotives 
Atlas 

 
NYC S-2 

The ALCo S-2 and S-4 were 1,000-horsepower 
(746 kW) diesel electric switchers produced by 
ALCo and Canadian licensee Montreal 
Locomotive Works (MLW).  

Powered by turbocharged, 6-cylinder ALCo 539 
diesel engines, the two locomotives differed 
mainly in their trucks: the S-2 had ALCo "Blunt" 
trucks; the S-4, AAR type A switcher trucks. A 
total of 1,502 S-2s were built from August 1940 
to June 1950; 797 S-4s were built from June 1949 
to August 1957. The S-4 was first produced in 
Canada, with ALCo production beginning in 
June 1949.  

The S-2 and S-4 were designed as rail yard 
switchers, meant to replace older, less efficient, 
and more demanding steam switchers. They 
were a success, with many remaining in service 
today.  

The locomotives' exterior was styled by ALCo 
engineer Ray Patten, who used curves in a mild 
application of Art Deco principles.  

The S-2 and S-4 are distinguishable externally 
from the very similar S-1 and S-3 660 hp (492 kW) 
switchers in that they have a larger exhaust 
stack with an oblong base and a larger radiator 
shutter area on the nose sides. The S-1/S-3 
radiator shutter area is taller than it is wide, 
while the S-2/S-4 radiator area is wider. The 
larger stack is due to turbocharging. The 
carbody and cab of late S-2s are nearly 
indistinguishable from those of S-4s. Hence, a 
truck swap can cause many to misidentify a unit.  

Features:  
• Detailed, Durable ABS Body  
• Die-Cast Truck Sides, Pilots and Fuel Tank  
• Metal Chassis, Handrails and Horn  
• Hand painted Engineer Cab Figures  
• Authentic Paint Scheme  
• Metal Wheels, Axles and Gears  
• (2) Remote-Controlled Proto-Couplers  
• Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting  
• Directionally Controlled Constant Voltage 
LED Headlights  
• Illuminated LED Number Boards  
• (2) Precision Flywheel-Equipped Motors  
• Operating ProtoSmoke Diesel Exhaust  
• Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder  
• Locomotive Speed Control In Scale MPH 
Increments 
• Proto-Scale 3-2 3-Rail/2-Rail Conversion 
Capable  
• 1:48 Scale Proportions  
• Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital Command 
System Featuring Freight Yard Proto-Effects  
• Unit Measures: 12” x 2 3/4” x 3 3/4”  
• Operates On O-31 Curves 
MSRP $619.95 Expected Delivery 2023 These 
were available in the Collinwood Shop but 
have passed the order date. 
 
O-Scale Rolling Stock 
Atlas 
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Atlas Premier O 40' PS 1 w/ 6' Door Ukrainian 
Peace Boxcars (2-Rail & 3-Rail) 
 
Features: 
• Intricately Detailed Durable ABS Body 
• Metal Wheels and Axles 
• Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks 
• Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers 
• Decorative Brake Wheels 
• Separate Metal Handrails 
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets 
• Needle-Point Axles 
• Sliding Car Doors 
• 1:48 Scale Dimensions 
• Measures: 11 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 3 3/4” 
Atlas and the NYCSHS are donating all 
profits from the sale of these cars to 
Ukrainian Refugee Relief Organizations. 
 MSRP $79.95 Expected Delivery TBA 
These were available in the Collinwood Shop 
but have passed the order date. 
 
36' Wood (2-Rail & 3-Rail) St. Louis 
Refrigerator Car Co. Refrigerator Cars 

 

 

 

 
St Louis Car Company, Kahns, Wilson & Co., 
Swift cars 
Features:  
-Accurate painting and lettering 
-Detailed ABS body  
-Separately-applied grab irons, ladders and 
stirrups  
-Hatch styles and truss rods appropriate per 
road name  
-Separately-applied door hardware  
-Opening hatches and doors  
-Die-cast chassis 
-Detailed braking system 
-40-ton Bettendorf-style diecast sprung trucks  
-Die-cast articulated couplers with internally 
sprung knuckles(2-rail)   
-Minimum diameter curve (2-rail): 24"  
-Die-cast articulated couplers (3-rail)   
-Minimum diameter curve (3-rail): O-31  
MSRP 2-rail $94.95 3-rail$89.95 Expected 
Delivery December 2023 These were available 
in the Collinwood Shop but have passed the 
order date. 
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NYC 40’ PS-1 Boxcar with 40’ Door (2-Rail & 3-
Rail) 
 
Features:  
• Detailed Durable ABS Body  
• Metal Wheels and Axles  
• Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks  
• Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers  
• Colorful, Paint Schemes  
• Decorative Brake Wheels  
• Separate Metal Handrails  
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets  
• Needle-Point Axles  
• Sliding Car Doors  
• 1:48 Scale Dimensions  
• Unit Measures: 11 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 3 3/4”  
• Operates On O-31 Curves 
MSRP 2-rail $84.95 3-rail $79.95 Expected 
Delivery December 2023 These were available 
in the Collinwood Shop but have passed the 
order date. 
 
MTH 

 
NYC Flat Car w/ Pup Trailers 
Features: 

• Intricately Detailed, Durable ABS Body 
• Colorful, Attractive Paint Scheme 
• Metal Wheels and Axles 

• Diecast 4-Wheel Trucks 
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets 
• Needle-Point Axles 
• (2) Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers 
• O Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler 

Mounting Pads 
• (2) Removable 20' PUP Trailers 
• 1:48 Scale Dimensions 
• Unit Measures: 14 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 4 

1/2” 
• Operates On O-42 Curves 

MSRP $84.95 Expected Delivery Late 2022 
These were available in the Collinwood Shop 
but have passed the order date. 
 
New Catalogs 
Bachman Trains 2022 Catalog 

 
Bachmann just issued their latest catalog of N-, 
HO-, O-, On30-, and G-scale trains. It contains 
330 pages of information on the models in these 
scales including current and coming releases. 
Available as a download at or from your local 
hobby store. bachmanntrains.com 
 
LGB’s New Items 2022 Catalog (No Photo) 
The catalog has 52 color pages with upcoming 
LGB offerings including European and North 
American prototypes. 
Lgb.com 
 
Magazines 
Classic Toy Trains – May/June 2022 

 
“Photo Album” p. 10 
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NYCSHS member, Donald Klose’s O-gauge 
layout featuring his streamlined 4-6-4 Hudson 
in a very green paint scheme is shown in a photo 
and a promise of more of Don’s layout 
upcoming in a later edition. 
 
“Marx’s Military Train Set” p. 22 by Roger 
Carp. 
Roger provides some background on this set 
that made its debut in 1940.  It featured Marx’s 
O-gauge model of the NYC’s Commodore 
Vanderbilt locomotive pulling a set of six cars, 
all painted in olive drab and featuring tank, two 
cannon, searchlight, artillery shell cars and a 
caboose. 
 
Classic Trains – Summer 2022 

 
“This Issue” p. 3 
Photo of NYC diesels in Cigar Band livery 
pulling a long freight.  
 
“Underdog GP30, pp. 34 – 37, by David Lustig 
The author explains that the 1960s saw a three-
way race for diesel sales in the 1960s between 
ALCo, GE, and EMD.  EMD, the newcomer, 
introduced the GP30 that was departure from its 
past diesels. It sold almost 1,000 of them but it 
was not a hit with railroads.  The NYC bought 
only 10 and a photo of two brand new ones 
lacking dynamic brakes and a GE U25B can be 
found on pages 36 & 37 of the article. 
 
“What’s In a Photograph” – “NYC Freight 
Operations In Manhattan”, by Jerry A. 
Pinkepank, pp. 56-57 
The article includes a photo of a NYC first tri-
power locomotive #525 and details about the 
locomotive and yard in 1936 on the West Side 
Line. 
 

“Archive Treasures” “Early Years in the Final 
Days”, by David T. Mainey, pp 58 – 67 
The article provides a teenager’s look at the 
nearly end of steam in the US northeast. The 
NYC is featured on pages 66 & 67 with some of 
David’s excellent photos of NYC steam in the 
northeastern part of the NYCS. 
 
“The Way It Was”, by Charles H. Geletzke, Jr., 
pp 93-94 
 
A copy of the form the NYC’s traffic department 
developed to record information about the ball 
game being played while you were riding the 
train. The author speculates how the form might 
have been used and how the information was 
passed to the people on the train. Take look at 
the article and perhaps you might know how 
the information was passed to the train crew 
and then how that info about the game was 
provided to the riding passengers. 
 
Model Railroader, June 2022 

 
“Ask MR” p. 20 
“What roads had merchandise service cars?” 
A reader asks about merchandise service cars 
and the answer provides a short but complete 
description of how the railroads provided that 
service. The accompanying photo of a couple of 
NYCS Pacemaker boxcars is also provide. 
 
Railroad Model Craftsman, March 2022 

 
“Safety Valve” 
“Sow’s Ear to Silk Purse” by Arthur McBane 
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Praise for NYCSHS Member and prolific 
NYCentral Modeler Author, Steve Laser for his 
article about making a NYC tower from an old 
Tyco structure kit in the Feb 2022 issue.  
 
Railroad Model Craftsman, May 2022 

 
“Intro to S-Scale – 1:64 p. 64 -69, by Jim Martin 
“Solving S-Scale’s Identity Problem” 
The article deals with the problem that S-scalers 
have faced for a while.  He explains that 
problem prevents many from becoming 
potential converts. 
 
The author goes on to introduce the reader to 
the many positive aspects of S-scale and 
provides some great photos of some very 
professional S-scale layouts. These include on of 
a NYC gondola on page 66 on Trever Marshall’s 
layout and of a NYC RS3 switching on Roger 
Newtons’ layout on page 67. 
 
News 
 
Classic Trains 
“Jim Wrinn Led Trains Magazine with Passion” 
p. 6 
A remembrance of Jim’s 17 years as the editor of 
Trains magazine and his life as a journalist.  He 
was 61 years old at his death. 
 
Athearn 
The longtime model supplier announced that 
they are introducing a new chapter in their 
history with a better way to find models for you 
layout in the offerings including the following: 
Athearn Genesis – Top of the line detail in HO- 
and N- scales with each model detailed to 
specifically match the prototype in road number 
and time period. 
 

Athearn – Models offered in HO- and N-scale 
with just the right amount of detail with road 
name specifics (where applicable) 
 
Athearn Roundhouse – Models featuring 
aesthetically pleasing schemes and colors, 
allowing the entry-level modeler to build out 
their consist without breaking the bank. 
 

AA  BBllaasstt  FFrroomm  TThhee  PPaasstt!!!!!!  

 
 



 Another New Exciting Book 
From Grand Central to Albany 

By John M. Ham 

Over the years numerous books have been 
produced depicting trains along the old 
New York Central Main Line between New 
York City and Albany. Early ones dealt 
mainly with locomotive and equipment 
roster shots with some fine scenic views 
tossed in here and there. More recent 
publications deal with modern day diesel 
and electric trains and the photo quality in 
most are really good. Several fine books 
have been done recently regarding the days 
of Penn Central, Conrail, Amtrak, and the 
MTA.  

The focus of this book on the Central’s 
“Glory Years” using a multitude of 

magnificent steam and early diesel photos 
taken along the Water Level Route by some 
of the most noted rail photographers of the 
20th Century. Many of the images within 
have not previously been published and 
their original negatives and prints have 
been graciously loaned to the author by 
different Historical Societies and collectors 
to scan and present to readers on the pages 
within. 

This 336-page volume contains not only 
superb New York Central photos, but 
images of connecting railroads and 
industries of all sorts that were served by 
the Central in one capacity or another. 
There are even mining railroads that we 
had known little about before doing our 
extensive research. 

There are more than 650 images between 
the covers. We hope you will be taking this 
trip up the scenic Hudson Valley with us 
and enjoy it as much as we have. 

• MSRP  $79.95 NYCSHS Members $59.96
• Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers and

Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping 
costs and must include a valid phone 
number to allow shipping outside the 
US. 
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ORDER FORM            From Grand Central to Albany

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________ 

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________ 

Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________ 

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________ 

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax. 

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net 

Mail to:   
NYCSHS, From Grand Central to Albany 
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177 

Single Book Prices 
NYCSHS Non-Member  Shipping & Handling               Ohio 
Member Price         Cost Should be added Sales Tax 

To All Orders   Ohio Residents must add 
$59.96                79.95 $12.00 For US only orders 8% 

Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs and must include a valid phone number for shipment.  Please 
call or email us for actual shipping costs to your location before sending us a check for the book. 

We accept checks for US funds only. 
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NYCSHS Is Offering A Very Interesting Book 
P&LE in Allegheny County 
Vol 1 Pittsburgh to Esplen 

By Jack Polaritz, Susanne C. Hudson, & John W. Hudson

The New York Central System Historical 
Society announces the offering of a 
Depot Square Publishing book for sale. 

This is the first of two planned books on the 
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad in 
Allegheny County. The city of Pittsburgh had 
the potential to be a major industrial center 
but for the freight discrimination imposed by 
the Pennsylvania Railroad. Every new rail 
outlet built to offer an alternative to the 
Pennsy was eventually taken over by that 
company. The only route left was a 
narrow corridor along the Monongahela 
River threading through steel mills. lead 
works, glass factories, and other industries. 
Pittsburgh yearned for independent rail 
service but was unable to secure it until 
William McCreery, John Dravo, James 
Bennett, Jacob Henrici and the Harmony 
Society, and others banded together to found 
and construct the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. 
Building on four miles of trestle work 
through South Side—at times into the 
Monongahela River—to get to McKees 
Rocks, the P&LE eventually reached 
Youngstown, OH where connections were 

made with the Lake Shore & Michigan 
Southern (New York Central) and the 
Atlantic & Great Western (Erie), 68 miles 
from the Steel City. 

Growing to over 200 miles of mainline, the 
P&LE hauled so much tonnage in iron ore, 
steel, bituminous coal, coke. oil, and 
limestone that it became the largest revenue 
per ton mile railroad that ever operated in 
America. 

This 322-page book opens with the story of 
the pivotal meeting that formed the P&LE 
when the founders and industrialists went to 
war with each other. The result was a railroad 
independent of the Pennsy and answerable 
only to the needs of Pittsburgh. It is no 
wonder that the line acquired the nickname 
“The Little Giant.” 373 black & white 
photographs, maps, engravings, and other 
ephemera form the nexus of this story. Years 
of research into the history of the P&LE and 
the local industries and environs served to 
elicit a wonderful story about the line and its 
association with the region.  
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Images of P&LE, motive power, rolling stock, 
facilities, the South Side complex, steel mills 
and other industries, the “company” villages 
that housed the mill workers and their 
families, and steamboats on the 
Monongahela and Ohio rivers bring the story 
to life. This title is printed at 175-line screen 
on 80# Sterling Premium gloss paper as a 
flat-backed, Smyth-sewn, oblong, laminated 
hardcover with an additional protective gloss 
film lamination. Factory shrink wrapped. 
And as usual, the book is proudly 
manufactured in the USA. 

• MSRP  $74.95 NYCSHS Members
$56.21 and that is a 25% discount

• Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax

• If purchased in the Collinwood
Shop the shipping charge will be
added to the price for US buyers

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping 
costs 

ORDER FORM     P&LE In Allegheny County Vol. 1
Name:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________ 

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________ 

Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________ 

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of 
Copies___________________ 

Amount Enclosed:_______________  Ohio residents add 8% sales tax. 

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net 

Mail to:   
NYCSHS, P&LE in Allegheny County, Vol.1 
P.O. Box 1597 
Leesburg, VA 20177 

Single Book Prices 
NYCSHS Non-Member               Ohio 
Member Price  Sales Tax 
$56.21                $74.95  

 Shipping & 
Handling        Cost      
$12.00*  8% 

*Must be added to your price for all books member or non-member.

Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs.  They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop. 
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 A Very Interesting Book 
Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1 Super-Power Steam 

Locomotives (Re-release) 

Soft Cover 

Lima Loco Works 
72 pages softcover 

This reproduces 4 Lima Locomotive 
Works catalogs: 
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 
1926 - This catalog details the benefits of 
the Super-Power Steam Locomotive, a 
look at the tests performed on the 
engines, the operating results of the 
Boston & Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, the 
Texas & Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types and 
the new Illinois Central 2-8-4 then under 
construction.  

Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 
1930- This catalog looks at the use and 
performance of the Super-Power 
engines built for the Boston & 
Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, Texas & 
Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types, Illinois 
Central 2-8-4 Berkshires, Erie 
2-8-4 Berkshires, Boston & Maine 
2-8-4 Berkshires and the components 
used in Super-Power Steam 
Locomotives.  

Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. 
102. This is a brief look at some of the
Super-Power Steam Locomotives built
by Lima.  Includes photos and
specifications of the locomotives.

Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. R-
2. This bulletin shows a variety of Lima 
Locomotives from small switchers to 
larger 4-8-2s, 2-8-2 and 2-10-2s.

3. MSRP $35.00 NYCSHS Members $28.00 
and that is a 20% discount
4. Shipping is $10.00 for US buyers and 
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
5. If purchased in the Collinwood 
Shop the shipping charge will be 
added to the price for US buyers

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping 
costs 
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ORDER FORM     Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1
Name:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________ 

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________ 

Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________ 

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of 
Copies___________________ 

Amount Enclosed:_______________  Ohio residents add 8% sales tax. 

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net 

Mail to:   
Lima Locomotive Works, Vol.1 
P.O. Box 1597 
Leesburg, VA 20177 

Single Book Prices 
NYCSHS Non-Member  Shipping & Handling               Ohio 
Member Price         Cost Sales Tax 
$28.00                $35.00        $10.00*  8% 

*Must be added to your price for all books member or non-member.

Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs.  They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop. 
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           Another Set of Exciting Books 
Railroads of New York's 

Capital District 

This 128 page book with over 200 
illustrations begins with a look at the pioneer 
railroads in the area. The New York's Capital 
District became an important railroad hub 
very early. There were railroads built 
t h a t  headed in every direction and this 
makes this book very interesting beginning 
with the first chapter. 

The second chapter covers Albany and vicinity 
with information and photos of the NYC's 
West Albany shops, the Albany Union 
Station and the railroads that served 
Albany's industrial area. 

Coverage of Schenectady includes info and 
photos of the GE works, ALCo's locomotive 
facilities where NYC locos were built, Albany 
Union Station, and Rotterdam Junction where 
NYC and B&A interchanged. 

The Troy area is covered with a look at Troy's 
Union Station and coverage of the railroad 
traffic through the heart of the city. 

The final chapter reviews many of the historic 
locations and facilities that have long 
passed into railroad memory. This book 
preserves many of these and is a very 
interesting and enjoyable read for NYC fans. 

Available now.  Order yours today!!! 

MSRP $28.99 NYCSHS Members' Price $23.19 
and that is 20% off with mailing!  

Mailing is included & Ohio residents pay 8% 
Ohio Sales Tax 

Railroad Atlas – New 
York’s Capital Region

This atlas of railroads in New York's Capital 
Region (Albany, Schenectady, Troy, Saratoga 
Springs, Mechanicville, Colonie, Green Island, 
Rotterdam Junction, etc.) has 180 full color, 
high quality maps printed on glossy paper for 
easy viewing. An index aids in finding specific 
maps, and a detailed description of them is 
given on each page. 
Maps cover the years 1840 to 2019, emphasizing 
the late 1800s and early 1900s at the peak of 
railroading. Detailed maps include the West 
Albany Shops, Colonie Shops, Green Island 
Shops, Rensselaer Shops, John Street Shops, 
Bull Run Yard, Selkirk Yard, Mechanicville 
Yard, Adams Street Yard, and the union 
stations of Albany, Troy, Schenectady, and 
Saratoga Springs. Smaller communities are also 
shown, such as the covered turntable at Salem, 
the yard at Ravena, the maze of tracks at Green 
Island, and the facilities at Rotterdam Junction. 
Several large industries that extensively 
utilized the railroads were added, such as 
General Electric, Schenectady Locomotive 
Works, International Paper, the Port of Albany, 
and the factories in North Albany/Menands. 

Available now.  Order yours today!!!

MSRP $60.95 NYCSHS Members' Price $49.96 
and that is with mailing! 

Mailing is included and Ohio residents add 8% 
Ohio Sales Tax 
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Golden Age Of Railroads in 
New York’s Capital District 

The Golden Age of Railroads in New York’s Capital 
District describes the exciting history of rail 
transportation in the Capital Region of New 
York State during the height of operations from 
the late 1800s to mid-1900s. Included are 
detailed descriptions of the local yards and 
shops of three interstate systems, the towns and 
industries served, and the effect that the electric 
street railways had on the steam railroads and 
life in general.  

More than 100 vintage photographs and maps. 
Several appendices help readers comprehend 
just how massive the railroad industry was in 
the Capital District.  

Vintage photographs include layouts of the 
West Albany yard in the late 1800s and in 1920, 
the floor plan of the Saratoga trolley station, 
multiple photos of the three largest stations 
(Albany, Schenectady, Troy), multiple maps 
show the railroads photos of all the principal 
yards in the area, photos of the railroads 
serving industries, and previously unpublished 
photos of steam locomotives and trolleys as 
they served the Capital District. 

The book features early photographs by the late 
Joseph Smith, provided by his grandson 
Kenneth Bradford. The Golden Age of 
Railroads in New York’s Capital District: 161 
pages, 8½ X 11, perfect bound soft cover.  

Available now.  Order yours today!!! 

MSRP $32.95 NYCSHS Members' Price 
$27.56 and that is with mailing! 

Mailing is Included and Ohio residents add 
Ohio Sales Tax 

Order Form 
Golden Age of Railroads of New York’s 
Capital District 

No. Of Copies: _____@$27.56____________ 

Railroad Atlas – New York Capital Region 

No. Of Copies: _____@$49.96____________ 

Railroads of New York’s Capital District 

No. Of Copies: _____@$23.19____________ 

Name: _______________________________ 

Address: _____________________________ 

City and State/Province: 

______________________________________ 

Country: _____________________________ 

Zip/Mail Code: _______________________ 

Phone #: _____________________Required 

email Address: _______________________ 
Required 

NYCSHS Membership #________________ 
Required For Discount 

Amount Enclosed: $___________________ 
Ohio residents be sure to include 8% Ohio 

sales tax 

Mail to:  NYCSHS, Tim Starr Books 
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177 

 This form is for US orders only. To 
order for delivery outside the US go 
to the Collinwood Shop at 
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/ 

We accept checks for US funds 
only. 
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NYCSHS Announces Another New Exciting Book 
Know Thy Late Mohawks 

By Tom Gerbracht 

The New York Central System 
Historical Society announces the final 
book of the Central’s steam power 
triumvirate.  This hard cover book 
completes the documentation of the 
New York Central’s Mohawk class, the 
L-3 and L-4 Mohawks.

• Detailed history of the late Mohawk
design of 1940, and the final L-4
design of 1942, using official railroad
records and drawings, and profusely
illustrated using an outstanding
collection of high-quality 
photographs from the Society’s 
Collection and other collections, 
many previously unpublished 

• Over 300 pages and photographs,
including a 32-page color section

• Informative captions
• Useful to modelers and historians

• Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
Director and former President

• Limited production run, hard cover,
using the best paper stock and
outstanding photo reproduction, and
sewn binding for permanency

• Very limited quantity of numbered
and signed copies available as a
separate store item

The book describes and illustrates the 
original late Mohawk design, and the 
evolution of the basic design that 
resulted in the L-4 Mohawk, perhaps 
the best dual service two-cylinder 
steam locomotive design ever 
developed.  Included is a separate 
section on late Mohawk tenders, one of 
the secrets of the Mohawk’s success.  
Oddities are identified, and the final 
days of late Mohawk operation are also 
fully documented, including last runs.  
The late Mohawk design is compared 
with contemporary steam designs used 
by other railroads in the Central’s 
service area. 

• All proceeds donated to the NYCSHS
• MSRP  $89.99 NYCSHS Members

$71.99
• Limited number of signed and

numbered copies $250.00
• Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers

and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio
Sales Tax

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping 
costs 

Dealer	Inquires	Welcome	at	Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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ORDER FORM     Know Thy Late Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________ 

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________ 

Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________ 

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of 
Copies___________________ 

Signed & Numbered Copies__________________ 

Amount Enclosed:_______________  Ohio residents add 8% sales tax. 

For additional information contact us at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org 

Mail to:   
NYCSHS, Know Thy Late Mohawks 
P.O. Box 1597 
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597 

Single Book Prices 
NYCSHS Non-Member               Ohio 
Member Price  Sales Tax 
$71.99                89.99 

 Shipping & Handling 
       Cost 
   $12.00 8% 

Limited number of signed and numbered copies:  $250.00 

 Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs.  They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop. 

Limited Edition Signed Copy 
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio 

Sales Tax    Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to: 
Treasurer@NYCSHS.org for shipping cost. 
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NYCSHS Announces a New Exciting Book 
Know Thy Early Mohawks 

By Tom Gerbracht 

• Detailed history of NYC Early
Mohawks (1916 - 1930) from official
Railroad Record Cards and official
NYC drawings

• Over 250 pages and 200 photographs,
many previously unpublished, data,
drawings and a 32-page color section

• Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
director and former president

• Hard cover with complete Early
Mohawks' history

• Limited publication run
• Very limited quantity of numbered and

signed copies available as a separate
store item

This	 hard	 cover	 book	 completely	
documents	 the	 New	 York	 Central’s	 early	
Mohawks,	built	in	the	period	1916	through	
1930.	 	 The	 early	 Mohawks	 became	 the	

standard	freight	hauler	on	the	railroad	and	
lasted	 into	 1957,	 the	 very	 end	 of	 the	
railroad’s	 steam	 operations.	 	 The	Mohawk	
type	 locomotive	 was	 the	 third	 type	 of	 the	
famous	 New	 York	 Central	 steam	
triumvirate,	 consisting	 of	 Hudsons,	
Mohawks,	and	Niagaras.		The	large	quantity	
of	 600	 Mohawks	 operated	 by	 the	 Central,	
and	 their	 long	 service	 life,	 requires	 two	
books	 to	 adequately	 describe	 and	
document	the	Mohawk	type.		The	final	book	
describing	 the	 triumvirate,	 consisting	 of	
“late”	Mohawks,	 is	 on	 schedule	 for	 release	
in	2020.	

Know	 Thy	 Early	 Mohawks	 describes	 the	
original	 landmark	 design	 and	 its	 evolution	
through	the	L-2D	class	of	1930.		The	design	
is	 compared	 with	 predecessor	 freight	
locomotives	 used	 by	 the	 Central	 and	
contemporary	 Mountain	 types	 used	 by	
other	 major	 railroads.	 	 The	 book	 contains	
over	200	high	quality	photographic	images,	
many	 previously	 unpublished,	 and	 data,	
drawings,	 and	 documentation	 from	 the	
official	 New	 York	 Central	 files	 that	will	 be	
useful	 to	 modelers	 and	 historians.	 	 A	 32-
page	color	section	is	included.	

Available in Collinwood Shop 

MSRP  $79.95 NYCSHS Members $63.96 

Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers 
and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax 

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping 
costs 

Dealer	Inquires	Welcome	at	Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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ORDER FORM     Know Thy Early Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________ 

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________ 

Phone Number or Email address(Required)_____________________________________________ 

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________ 

Amount Enclosed:_______________  Ohio residents add 8% sales tax. 

For additional information contact us at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org 

Mail to:   
NYCSHS, Know Thy Early Mohawks 
P.O. Box 1597 
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597 

Single Book Prices 
NYCSHS Non-Member               Ohio 
Member Price  Sales Tax 
$63.95 $79.95  

 Shipping & Handling 
    Cost 

    $12.00 8% 
 Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs.  They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop. 

Limited Edition Signed Copy 
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio Sales 

Tax    Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to: 
Treasurer@NYCSHS.org for shipping cost. 

Dealer	Inquires	Welcome	at	Treasurer@NYCSHS.org	
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Hi, 
	
My name is Matthew Touma. I recently left 
a comment on the research information 
page on the NYCSHS website. I will restate 
my question below for context. 
 
As stated in my question, I believe the 
Chestnut Ridge Railway caboose #601 is a 
former NYCS 19000 series caboose. #601 
matches other 19000 series cabooses quite 
closely. For example, the I-beams on the 
car's underbody are correctly spaced 
(centered, and in-line with the window 
frames) and even the turnbuckle between 
them can be seen. Additionally, the 
smokestack on #601 is in the correct spot, 
and even the center window is recessed, 
and the trucks match those found on NYCS 
examples. It even has mounting brackets 
for marker lamps in the correct spots. Every 
detail I can identify on #601 matches NYC 
19000 series cabooses. What's confusing is 
that #601 is missing the cupola. Other than 
that, it seems identical to "the standard" 
NYCS caboose.  
 
Maybe you have some information on why 
this NYCS caboose lost its cupola, however 
my guess is that it was chopped to 
accommodate tight industrial clearances on 
the CHR. 
  
But more importantly, how did this 
caboose end up on a tiny Pennsylvania 
short line? I would love to know its history 
because I have been studying the Chestnut 
Ridge for years, but this caboose's origin 
remains a mystery. Maybe it was a former 
Central RR of New Jersey or Lehigh & New 
England car? Are there any records of these 
cabooses being sold to the Anthracite 

railroads or the Chestnut Ridge Railway 
directly? 
 
Attached to this email you will find two 
pictures of #601. One is a screenshot from 
an Anthracite Railroads Historical Society 
zoom presentation, and the second is from 
the NRHS Lehigh Valley Chapter's 1962 
book titled Railroads in the Lehigh River 
Valley by Randolph Kulp on page 28. I 
apologize that the pictures are not the 
clearest. 
 
For completeness, here is my original 
comment: 
Hi. I have a couple photographs (probably 
from the 1940s) of Chestnut Ridge Railway 
caboose number 601. It appears to be a NYC 
19000 series caboose but without a cupola. 
Is there any record of the NYC (or its 
subsidiaries) selling a caboose to the 
Chestnut Ridge Railway? I can provide the 
pictures if necessary. I would be surprised 
if the NYCS dealt with the CHR directly, 
but I’m thinking the Central Railroad of 
New Jersey may have been the middleman. 
Thanks. 
 
I appreciate your time and assistance in 
solving this mysterious caboose's history. 
Please reach out to me with any questions. 
Thank you greatly. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Matthew J. Touma 
Southington, CT 
Phone: 860-302-0231 
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Matthew,	
	
The	caboose	 in	 the	photos	sure	 looks	 like	a	
NYC	 Standard	 Steel	 Underframe	 (SUF)	
Caboose.	The	details	you	point	out	match	but	
there	 more	 identical	 details	 including	 the	
short	 ladder	 and	 stirrup	 step	 arrangement	
on	the	end	 ladders	are	all	consistent	with	a	
NYC	 Standard	 SUF	 caboose.	 The	 only	
difference	I	see	is	the	center	window,	which	
swings	 open	 like	 a	 door,	 is	 a	 four-pane	
window	 in	 the	 photos,	 where	 the	 NYC	
standard	was	two	horizontal	panes.		
	
The	cupola	on	the	NYC	SUF	standard	caboose	
is	 structurally	 separate	 from	 the	 caboose	
body	 and	 actually	 can	 be	 removed	 with	 a	
hand	 full	of	bolts.	Many	NYC	cabooses	both	
Standard	 SUF	 as	 well	 as	 other	 types	 had	
cupolas	 removed.	 I	 have	 not	 found	 any	
documentation	 as	 to	 why	 or	 for	 specific	
assignments	 necessitating	 cupola	 removed.	

The	height	of	the	standard	caboose	is	only	13	
feet	6	7/8	inches.	A	standard	postwar	40	long	
10’6”	inside	height	boxcar	is	15	feet	5/8”	tall.		
	
Specifics	 on	 all	 types	 of	 NYC	 wood	 bodied	
caboose	 is	 very	 sparse.	 The	 information	 I	
have	 is	 a	 spreadsheet	 that	 I	 copied	 from	
paper	 spreadsheets	 that	 was	 made	 from	
microfilm	copies	of	the	corporate	asset	cards.	
They	are	by	no	means	a	complete	record	of	
NYC	 cabooses.	 In	 fact,	 cabooses	 removed	
from	 the	 roster	 before	 the	 late	 1940’s,	
information	is	almost	nonexistent.			
	
Looking	 through	 the	 spreadsheets,	 I	 do	not	
see	any	notation	that	where	any	NYC	cab	was	
sold	to	the	Chestnut	Ridge	Railway.		
	
So,	 it	quite	possible	that	the	Chestnut	Ridge	
601	 is	a	 former	NYC	standard	wood	bodied	
steel	 under	 frame	 caboose,	 but	 as	 to	which	
one	or	when	it	was	sold,	if	had	a	cupola	or	not	
at	 the	 time	 of	 sale,	 it	 seems	 like	 the	
information	has	been	lost	to	history.		
	
Seth	 Lakin,	 NYCSHS	 Director,	 Modelers’	
Committee	Chair	-	Michigan	City	IN	
	
Hi	Seth, 
	
Thanks	 for	 the	 quick	 response	 and	 all	
the	info.	I	appreciate	your	effort	looking	into	
it.	 It's	 a	 shame	 that	 most	 of	 the	
early	information	on	these	cabooses	is	lost.	If	
you	ever	come	across	any	more	information	
regarding	 #601,	 please	 reach	 out	 to	 me	 in	
the	future.	
	
One	 more	 question.	 In	 your	 opinion,	 when	
were	 most	 of	 these	 cabooses	 taken	 out	 of	
service?	Did	the	NYCS	retire	them	all	at	once?	
Were	they	sold	to	smaller	railroads	after	the	
NYCS	was	 finished	with	 them,	or	were	 they	
scrapped?	 Who	 were	 some	 of	 the	 major	
buyers	 of	 the	 NYCS's	retired	 Standard	 SUF	
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cabooses?	 More	 generally	 speaking,	 when	
and	how	did	most	of	these	cabooses	end	their	
service?	About	what	years	were	they	pretty	
much	extinct?	
	
Also	out	of	curiosity,	what	years	were	these	
cabooses	built?	
	
Again,	 I	 truly	 appreciate	 your	 help	 and	
expertise.	 And	 please	 forgive	 me	 if	 I	 am	
taking	advantage	of	your	time.	
	
With	sincere	appreciation,	
	
Matthew	J.	Touma	
	
Matthew,	
	
The	majority	of	NYC	wood	bodied	stayed	in	
service	 through	 the	 early	 1950’s	 when	 the	
NYC	 built	 or	 purchased	 303	 steel	 bay	
window	 cabooses	 which	 bumped	 many	 of	
the	woodies	from	mainline	service,	but	many	
more	 stayed	 in	 service	 on	 branch	 line	 and	
local	 service.	 Then	 an	 additional	 100	 bay	
window	 cabooses	were	 purchased	 in	 1963,	
which	 sent	 many	 more	 into	 retirement.	
Caboose	pooling	and	the	introduction	of	the	
steel	transfer	caboose	in	1966	spelt	the	end	
for	 remaining	 wood	 bodied	 cabooses	 but	
there	was	still	a	handful	still	 in	service	 into	
the	early	years	of	the	Penn	Central	era.	Also,	
many	 retired	 wood	 cabooses	 were	 sent	 to	
maintenance	of	way	service	in	the	1950’s.	So	
it	was	kind	of	 a	 gradual,	400	of	 the	19000-
20096	cabooses	have	retirement	dates	listed	
in	 the	 spreadsheets,	 24	 beginning	 in	 Sept	
1953	and	continuing	through	the	end	of	1953,	
36	 in	 1954,	 26	 in	 1955,	 27	 in	 1956,	 12	 in	
1957,	7	in	1958,	11	in	1959,	10	in	1960,	12,	
1961,	22	in	1962,	47	in	1963,	28	in	1964,	25	
in	 1965,	 43	 in	 1966,	 41	 in	 1967,	 and	 28	
through	Aug	1968	which	where	my	records	
end.		
	

There	only	 a	 couple	of	 railroads	 listed	who	
bought	Standard	cabooses,	Grafton	&	Upton,	
Morris	County	Central,	Northern	Railroad	of	
New	Jersey	(2),	and	New	York	Dock	RR.	With	
the	 majority	 just	 listed	 as	 retired,	 likely	
burned	then	the	metal	scrapped.		
	
The	Standard	SUF	caboose	was	built	between	
1912	 and	 1926,	 but	 many	 older	 cabooses	
were	rebuilt	to	the	standard,	some	as	old	as	
the	1880’s.		
	
Also,	 the	 Lake	 Shore	 &	 Michigan	 Southern	
had	 many	 identical	 cabooses	 which	 were	
renumbered	 in	 1936	 to	 NYC	 18000-18604	
these	were	built/rebuilt	at	the	same	time	as	
the	NYC	proper	cabs.	There	is	one	identifying	
feature	that	makes	a	former	Lake	Shore	cab	
stand	out,	but	only	about	half	the	Lake	Shore	
cabs	had	them,	the	other	half	was	identical	to	
NYC	 proper	 cabs.	 The	 detail	 on	 the	 Lake	
Shore	 cars	 was	 a	 full-length	 end	 ladder	
where	the	other	half	of	 the	Lake	Shore	cars	
and	all	the	NYC	cars	had	a	half	ladder	with	a	
stirrup	hanging	below	the	end	rail.	#601	has	
the	standard	arrangement.		
	
Seth	
	
Question	from	NYCSHS	Facebook	page	
	
Does	anyone	know	what	this	load	behind	the	
locos	in	this	photo?	
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Caption:	 "Class	 DFA-2	 units	 1652	 and	 1637	
head	 a	 westbound	 freight	 with	 a	 dimension	
load	 in	 the	 Cleveland	 area	 (note	 the	 CUT	
centenary	 at	 the	 upper	 right).	 The	 date	 is	
February	 20,	 1952.	 New	 York	 Central	
Collection.	

Facebook	Reader	
Noel,	
It’s	 a	 stationary	 boiler	 for	 building	 heat.	
Looks	to	be	a	Kewanee	type.	The	round	hole	
is	the	exhaust.	Kewanee	Boiler	was	located	in	
Kewanee	 IL	 on	 the	 CB&Q.	 I	 am	 building	 a	
resin	 kit	 of	 a	 CB&Q	 flat	 with	 two	 of	 these	
boilers	on	it.	Here	are	a	couple	photo.	

	

	
Seth	

Noel,	
	
That	 one	 is	 easy,	 it’s	 a	 three-pass	 fire-tube	
boiler.	 Just	shows	my	50	years	in	the	boiler	
business	wasn’t	for	naught!	
	
Here’s	a	photo	of	a	model	of	one,	from	the	
front.	This	one	represents	a	smaller	size.	
The	firebox	is	on	the	bottom,	that’s	the	first	
pass	of	the	flue	gasses,	they	“pass”	through	
the	fire	tubes	to	the	front	“doors”	that’s	the	
second	pass,	then	proceed	through	the	top	
tubes	and	out	the	flue	collar,	that’s	the	third	
pass.	Steam	locomotives	are	single,	one	pass	
boiler.	
	

 
 

 

 

Thanks,	Dave	Mackay,	NYCSHS	President	
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Noel, 
This is a portion of what I received from Jim 
Walsh’s widow for the article on their 
contribution to the NYCSHS in the April 1, 
2022, edition of the NYCentral Modeler. 
“Hi	Frank,	
	
Many	thanks	for	all	your	efforts	getting	this	
announced;	good	job	with	the	photos!	What	
a	lovely	tribute.	
	
All	the	best,	Linda	Walsh	
PS:		The	whole	newsletter	is	well	done!” 
 
Frank Bongiovanni, NYCSHS Director 
 
Noel, 
  
Order done, and thanks for your service to 
the society.  Where are those Porter 
towers?????? 
  
Ken Klausner, NYCSHS Member 
 
Ken,		
	
There	 were	 about	 8-10	 replies	 to	 the	
expression	 of	interest	 for	 the	 Michigan	
Central	(Porter)	tower,	nowhere	the	viability	
numbers.	So,	while	not	officially	dropped,	I’m	
not	pursuing	it.		
	
Have	 Ken	 contact	me.	 I	 drew	 the	windows	
and	 had	 the	 windows	 printed	 in	 3D	 for	
assisting	 in	 scratch	 building.	 The	 model	
Porter	 tower	 I’m	 building	 is	 for	 a	 friend’s	
layout,	and	I’m	planning	a	similar	but	smaller	
tower	(10th	St)	 for	my	layout.	But	I	can	get	
him	 the	 windows	 my	 notes	 if	 he	 wants	 to	
build	his	own.		

	

	
Thanks,	Seth	
 
Hi Noel,  
 
The article on my O-gauge live steam 
Hudson is going to run in Steam In The 
Garden magazine, and they gave me the 
cover! Thought you might like this, a 
Hudson still making the news...  
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I am still working on the locomotive and 
will continue with updates for the 
NYCentral Modeler. 
 
Joe Rothwell, NYCSHS member 
 
Hello,	
	
First,	I	want	to	compliment	y'all	on	running	a	
great	historical	society.	
	
Wanting	 to	 get	 back	 into	 modeling	 badly.	
Been	 thinking	 a	 lot	 about	 L2d	 Mohawk	
#2933.	
	
I	have	no	problem	with	paying	full	price	on	
the	#8005	drawing	flash	drive	as	I	am	not	a	
member	but	would	 like	 to	 get	 signed	up	as	
well.	
	
I	see	you	do	not	take	debit	cards,	but	you	do	
take	credit	cards.	Can	you	take	my	credit	card	
number	 over	 the	 phone	 after	 I	 sign	 the	

agreement?	It	is	just	a	preference	but	I	don't	
like	putting	my	credit	card	number	over	the	
internet.	How	do	I	get	the	agreement	for	my	
signature?	
	
What	 drawings	 are	 included	 on	 the	 flash	
drive?	This	is	a	little	bit	of	a	gray	area	for	me.	
		
The	options	are	what	is	really	confusing	me.	
Do	 I	 pick	 a	 specific	 locomotive	 type	and	all	
associated	drawings	are	on	that	flash	drive?	
Or	are	drawings	for	all	 locomotive	types	on	
that	one	particular	flash	drive?	
	
If	 I	 order	 another	 flash	 drive	 it	 is	 still	 the	
same	part	number,	 but	 I	 specify	 a	different	
locomotive	class?	
	
Thank	you,	Scott	Kritzky	
 
Scott,	
	
I	 will	 answer	 some	 of	 your	 questions	 and	
then	 pass	 you	 on	 to	 our	 expert	 on	 the	
drawing	files	for	those	answers.	

You	 can	 join	 the	 Society	 in	 the	 Collinwood	
Shop	at	https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/		

We	do	not	take	debit	cards.		You	can	pay	in	
the	store	with	a	credit	card	or	by	selecting	to	
pay	with	a	check	that	you	can	mail	in.	

We	do	not	take	credit	cards	over	the	phone.	

Once	 you	 work	 with	 Tom	 Gerbracht	 on	
selecting	 the	 drawing	 flash	 drive	 and	
understanding	 what	 it	 contains,	 he	 will	
provide	you	with	the	agreement	you	need	to	
sign.	

The	 drawings	 are	 by	 locomotive	 type	 and	
contain	 all	 the	 drawings	 we	 have	 on	 that	
locomotive.	
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	I	have	included	Tom’s	email	in	the	CC.	area	
and	 he	 will	 be	 in	 touch	 to	 answer	 your	
questions	about	the	drawing	file	on	the	L2d.	

Feel	free	to	ask	me	any	questions	by	email	or	
by	phone.	

Thanks,	Noel	

Hi	Scott,	

To	respond	to	your	specific	questions...	
Everyone	who	 places	 an	 order	 for	 scanned	
drawings	is	required	to	agree,	by	signing,	an	
"End	User	License	Agreement"	(aka	"EULA")	
which	 prohibits	 activities	 such	 as	 online	
posting,	 file	 sharing,	 and	 similar	 activities	
that	 would	 erode	 the	 value	 of	 the	 NYCSHS	
Collection.		To	date,	no	one	has	refused	these	
terms.		 I	 am	 attaching	 the	 Individual	 EULA	
and	 the	Commercial	 EULA	 to	 this	 email	 for	
your	inspection.		Assuming	you	agree,	please	
sign	 and	 date	 the	 final	 page	 of	 the	 EULA	
specific	 to	 your	 situation	 and	 intended	
use.		 You	 can	 return	your	 signed	and	dated	
form	to	me	as	an	email	attachment.		I	retain	
these	for	file	and	there	will	be	no	need	to	sign	
another	 for	 anything	 else	 you	 order	 from	
NYCSHS.	

I	am	also	attaching	to	this	email	the	drawing	
Index	for	the	L-2B	thru	L-2D	Mohawks.		(This	
file	contains	over	920	drawings	and	an	Index	
in	 the	 Excel	 format.)		 As	 info,	 the	 major	
differences	in	the	L-2	subclasses	"B",	"C",	and	
"D"	were	 in	auxiliaries	and	tenders,	so	they	
share	many	common	parts.		The	L-2B	and	L-
2D's	were	originally	 built	 for	 the	CCC&STL,	
while	 the	 L-2C's	 were	 mainline	
engines.		 They	 were	 renumbered	 into	 a	
common	number	series	in	1936.	
To	"ease	your	burden",	NYCSHS	might	have	a	
few	 remaining	 Know	 Thy	 Early	 Mohawks	
books	 that	 identify	 all	 of	 the	
differences.		 Members	 of	 NYCSHS	 receive	 a	

discount,	and	the	book	can	be	ordered	from	
NYCSHS	Collinwood	Shop.	

I	 agree	 that	 the	 online	 listing	 of	 available	
drawing	 files	 is	 somewhat	 confusing,	 so	 if	
you	have	any	questions	regarding	those	sorts,	
please	contact	me	and	I	will	attempt	to	clarify.	
It	would	be	great	to	have	you	as	a	member.	
Regards,	

Tom	Gerbracht,	Director-NYCSHS	

Hi	Guys,	

Wow!		I	am	impressed	with	how	quickly	you	
gentlemen	work	and	the	drawing	list!!!!!!!!!	

I	am	so	impressed,	in	fact,	that	I	am	going	to	
order	two	flash	drives.	So,	let's	do	one	for	the	
H-6	Mikados	 as	well	 as	 the	L-2b	 through	D 
Mohawk.	Part#	8005.

Attached	 is	 my	 sales	 agreement.	 I	 think	 I	
figured	out	how	to	electronically	sign	it.	

I	 use	 software	 a	 lot	 in	 my	 aerospace	
manufacturing	 job,	 but	 I	 am	 in	 no	 way	
whatsoever	a	tech	guy.	

	I	will	give	 the	online	credit	card	 thing	a	go	
once	 you	 let	 me	 know	 my	 agreement	 is	
accepted	 and	 I	 can	 proceed	 with	 the	
purchase.	

Regards,	Scottie		

Dear NYCSHS Collinwood Shop staff,  

MANY THANKS to Mike who, with great 
patience and kindness helped me (age 85) to 
order Timothy Starr's New book Stables of the 
Iron Horse. This was greatly 
appreciated!   
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Also, may I inform the shop's staff that I 
received the John Taibi book HOJACK, The 
R. W. & O. Railroad. 
 
It arrived in perfect condition, Beautifully 
packed, and right on time! Thank you for 
that. 
 
With my sincere compliments to the 
Collinwood Shop Staff for the excellent 
customer service, and sending a wish to 
you for All Good Things in this 
Spring/Summer Season,  
 
I am, Gratefully yours,  
 
Earl Higgins NYCSHS Member No. 49 
	
Earl, 
  
Glad we could be of help and very happy 
that you are satisfied with Hojack. We 
greatly appreciate your kind words and 
have passed this on to Mike too. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Hello,  
 
I am a member of a small committee 'Save 
the Embrun Station' in Russell Ontario that 
has managed to save the railway station in 
our community. Though the building itself 
is originally from another small town on 
the eastern Ontario part of New York 
Grand Trunk Railway, it is typical of all 
small stations along that route.  
 
We are going to renovate it but wish to keep 
the original colours. Can you tell me what 
the colours of the train stations along this 
part of the railway were? Or where I could 
find that information? 

 
It appears from old photographs to be 
either white or gray for the exterior walls 
and outside trim were some type of green. 
 
Thank you in advance for your support. 
 
Hélène Grandmaître 
 
Fais de ta vie un rêve et de ton rêve une 
réalité.  
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 
Helene, 
		
Both	 Russell	 and	 its	 neighboring	 station	
Embrun	are	on	the	Ottawa	Branch.		I	believe	
that	 New	 York	 &	 Grand	 Trunk	 was	 a	
predecessor	 railroad	 to	 the	 NYC.	 I	 did	 not	
find	any	photo	in	our	archives,	but	assuming	
by	your	description,	that	it’s	a	wooden	depot,	
that	was	painted	the	standard	two	tone	green	
paint	of	most	wooden	depots.		
	
These	 are	 the	 colors	 that	we	had	mixed	by	
Tru	 Color	 paint	 for	models.	 I	will	 see	 if	we	
have	 the	 paint	 samples	 or	 a	 formula,	 as	 I	
think	that’s	what	you	are	looking	for.		
	
I	am	sending	you	the	formulas	for	the	paint	
colors	 shortly.		We	 are	 digging	 them	out	 of	
the	files. 
	
Thanks,	Noel	
	
Noel,	
	
Wonderful.	 So	 nice	 of	 you	 to	 support	 us	 in	
our	efforts.	Your	information	on	the	railway	
lines	confirms	what	I	have	figured	out.	
Helene	
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Hello Mr. Widdifield 
 
I am writing to you with a question 
regarding the color of NYC RS-1 road 
switcher cab interiors.   
 
I realize EMD sort-of standardized on 
green.  But my current project is building 
an ALCO RS-1.  Most of the photos on the 
internet show a pale gray door on ALCO 
RS-1s, but I do not know if that was a 
standard color used by ALCO on 
everything including cab interiors.  Would 
that be a good assumption? 
 
Or, perhaps, the NYC used a different color 
for some reason? 
 
Would you happen to know if pale gray is 
the correct color in this situation? 
 
Thank you very much for your help. 
 
Best regards..........Ed Loizeaux 
Ed,		
	
There	are	three	cab	 interior	photos	of	class	
DRS-1	(RS-1)	in	the	NYCSHS	Online	Archives,	
all	are	in	black	and	white,	but	show	a	medium	
color.		

	

Painting	and	lettering	diagram	X-74125	Rev	
J	which	covers	the	locomotives	from	delivery	
through	 1959,	 and	 X-74125	 Rev	 P	 which	
covers	 from	 revision	 K	 in	 1961	 through	
1966,	both	 identifies	 the	 cab	 interior	as	Du	
Pont	Delux	Green	Enamel	No.	88-6202.	I	have	
no	idea	of	a	color	drift	card	of	this	color	exists	
in	the	archives.		

A	 Google	 image	 search	 for	 “Alco	 RS-1	 cab”	
Google	 image	 search	 brings	 back	 a	 couple	
interior	photos	that	show	the	standard	EMD	
light	gray-green	color.		

A	check	of	painting	and	lettering	diagram	N-
85350	 Rev	 J	 from	 1954	 which	 covers	 the	
DRS-4a,	EMD’s	first	delivery	of	GP7’s	lists	the	
cab	interior	as	Du	Pont	Dulux	Green	Enamel	
No	88-6202,	the	same	color	as	the	RS-1!	

Seth	Lakin,	NYCSHS	Director	

Noel, 
I have attached our finished drawings of 
my layout (next page) that you covered in 
the 1st Qtr. 2022 NYCentral Modeler. 
The drawings were not finished for the 
article, but I thought I would send them to 
you so that our readers would see how my 
layout is set up. 

 

 
Thanks, Pete LaGuardia, NYCSHS 
Member 
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Pete	LaGuardia’s	New	York	Central	Western	Illinois	Division

22nndd  QQttrr..  22002222  NNYYCCeennttrraall  

MMooddeelleerr  MMyysstteerryy  PPhhoottoo  

 
The tunnel one work at Breakneck and 
Garrison in the New York Central's 

extension of its four-track route, was 
complete d with only light blasting. Drills 
were mounted on a framework the size the 
tunnel l was to be made, and 330 holes were 
bored in the rock in a near circle. The holes 
were opened into one another, and more 
holes were drilled into the rock core of the 
tunnels. Light charges of dynamite were 
placed in these, and the rock was thus 
removed without disturbance to the traffic. 

So, the answer is a tunnel blasting 
framework. (Guesses continue next page) 
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Noel,	

I	 cannot	 tell	 you	where	or	when	 this	might	
have	 been	 taken,	 but	 it	 appears	 to	 be	 a	
“jumbo”	A	jumbo	is	a	movable	platform	that	
holds	 multiple	 drills	 used	 in	 advancing	 a	
tunnel	heading.		The	jumbo	is	moved	into	the	
tunnel	 heading	 rock	 face	 and	 the	 multiple	
drills	 are	used	 to	make	blast	holes	 that	 are	
charged	with	dynamite.		The	jumbo	is	pulled	
back	and	the	blast	made.	The	resulting	shot	
material	is	mucked	out,	the	tracks	extended,	
and	the	process	is	repeated.			

Mike	Byle	3/31/22	12:14	pm	

Noel,	

That is a photo of a tunneling platform. 
Hydraulic jackhammers line the circular 
outside, and the platforms are for other 
jackhammer operators. 

 
 

Russ Quimby 3/31/2022 1:07 pm 
 
Good morning, Noel, 
  
Just downloaded the latest Modeler. 
Thank you!  
  
Might the mystery photo be a tunnel 
boring machine? 
  
Thanks, Larry Faulkner 3/31/2022 1:52 pm 
 
Noel, 
 
Tunnel spray Gunnite cement device.  
 
Bill Frisk, Toledo Ohio 4/15/2022 11:23 am 
Hi Noel, 
  
 

Noel, 
I’m pretty confident that is a picture of a 
“drill Jumbo” used in tunneling.  It is a 
moveable work platform with pneumatic 
rock drills mounted at various locations for 
drilling blasting and idler holes for rock 
tunneling.  Also, a similar platform was 
used in clay work but did not have the rock 
drills mounted, it had handheld pneumatic 
clay spades that the miners would shave off 
clay slugs for haulage out of the tunnel. 
  
Regards, Ken Klausner 5/17/2022 10:32 pm 
 
All	 good	 answers,	 but	 the	 winner	 was	
Mike	Byle	with	 the	 first	 correct	one.	Try	
again	for	this	issue’s	Mystery	Photo.	
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If you shop on Amazon you can donate to NYCSHS 
with every purchase you make!! 

How to sign up for AmazonSmile to Contribute to the NYCSHS 

AmazonSmile is a way for members to support the NYCSHS every time they 
shop with Amazon. 

Shoppers who start at smile.amazon.com will find the same Amazon they know 
and love, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the price of 

eligible purchases to the NYCSHS. 

Signing Up is Easy!! 

Here is how to shop AmazonSmile and donate to NYCSHS with each purchase: 

1. Visit smile.amazon.com
2. Sign in with your Amazon.com credentials
3. Chose the NYCSHS to received donations
4. Select NYCSHS
5. Start shopping
6. Add a bookmark for smile.amazon.com to make it even easier to return and

start shopping at AmazonSmile

We are not promoting Amazon, but if you use if for shopping, why not donate to 
the NYCSHS as it costs you nothing and helps us a lot!! 
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    Article by Seth Lakin        Photos by Seth except as noted 
In Part 1 of this series, we looked at the 
prototype NW2’s on New York Central’s 
roster.  In addition to the parent road, the 
NW2 was delivered to the Pittsburgh & 
Lake Erie and Indiana Harbor Belt.  The 
group subsequently worked for Penn 
Central and Conrail.  Here in part 2 and 
later in part 3, I’ll detail how I built four 
different NW2’s in HO scale.  Part 2 builds 
two using the Kato model.  Then upcoming 
in Part 3, we’ll look at modeling a NW2 
using the new WalthersMainline NW2’s 
and converting an Athearn Blue Box SW7 
into a NW2. 

HO-scale models of the NW2 have been 
available almost as soon as the first 
prototype was first built.  Varney and Roco 
offered models of the NW2 in the late 50’s 
and 60’s.  Revell and later ConCor offered a 
NW2 in the 1970’s and Broadway Limited 
offered the locomotive in the late 2010’s.  
Walthers just recently released a NW2 in 
their WalthersMainline line; even an 
Athearn blue box SW7 that has been 
around for decades can be converted to a 
NW2 that stands up with today’s models.  
Kato’s HO NW2 has been around since the 
early 1990’s and still can be easily found on 
the used market and still stands up for 
today’s models for their quality drive. 

Phase descriptions were described in the 
July/August 1972 issue of Extra 2200 South 
for all early EMD switchers.  For the NW2, 
the type of exhaust stacks differentiates 
phase I and phase II with a short 
hyperboloid stack for phase I and a taller 
conical stack for phase II. Kato’s model is 
marketed as a phase I or phase II 
locomotive.  The model comes with two 
different interchangeable exhaust stacks 
covering both phases of the prototype.  
However, Kato identifies the model phase 

with two different air tanks in the model’s 
fuel tank casting.  The phase I model has the 
earlier recessed “beer keg” ends air tanks.  
The phase II fuel tank part has the dome 
end air tanks that applied to all EMD 
switchers after about 1941.  Both parts are 
interchangeable and still available through 
Kato’s website.  If you have a phase I model 
but need the air tanks of the phase II, 
obtaining one is relatively easy.  The phase 
II model can also be easily detailed to 
model a phase III or phase IV locomotive.  
The one downfall to the Kato model is that 
it is DC powered, if you want to add DCC 
with or without sound, the model requires 
milling of the frame to fit a decoder and or 
speaker.  

Any locomotive that I model, I try to find as 
many photos of the specific locomotive.  
That way details that may have been added 
or changed over time can be noted and 
incorporated or left off the model to reflect 
a specific time.  Locomotive photos can be 
found online using the NYCSHS’s Online 
Photo Archive, railroad photo websites like 
www.rr-fallenflags.org, 
www.rrpicturearchives.net,  
general photo websites like 
www.flickr.com or even a Google or Yahoo 
image search of “NYC NW2” will turn up 
hundreds of photos. 

 
NYC 8751 was photographed at Elkhart, IN by 
Louis A Marre on March 3, 1963. NYCSHS 
Archive Image SL503639 
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The first NW2 I chose to model was NYC 
8751 a class DES-13f built in October 1948.  
The class DES-13f consisted of 24 units 
numbered 8750-8773.  8751 would go onto 
work for Penn Central keeping 8751 
number.  In 1976 the 8751 would go on 
working for Conrail as their 9202.  Photos 
were found of 8751 taken in 1959 on Fallen 
Flags, 1963 in the NYCSHS Archives, in 
1964 on the NYC Fangroup Facebook page 
and as Penn Central 8751 in 1972 and in 
Conrail 9202 in 1977 both on Fallen Flags.

 
The Kato frame is being milled to accept a DCC 
decoder 

NYC 8751 was a phase IV model. I started 
with a Kato NW2 phase II.  The shell was 
removed and soaked in 91% isopropyl 
alcohol then scrubbed with an old 
toothbrush to remove the previous paint.  
The first order was to add DCC to the Kato 
frame.  With a XY table attached to my drill 
press and an end mill in the chuck, I milled 
a space to add a Digitrax DN136 decoder 
and slots for wires to run to the electrical 
pick-up tabs on the trucks.  I also replaced 
the yellow LED headlights that came stock 
on the Kato model with warm-white LEDs 
with a 10K ohm resistor soldered into the 
Kato circuit boards.  I filed off the circuit 
board traces to where they attach to the 
frame halves to keep everything electrically 
isolated.  While on the DCC installation 

process, most NYC switchers had an amber 
beacon applied to the cab roof in the 1950’s.  
To model this, I took a Miniatronics 1.5mm 
15ma light bulb and dipped it in Testors 
turn signal amber paint.  When dry it was 
wired to the decoder output through a 1k 
resistor mounted in the circuit board that is 
mounted in the Kato cab. 

 
Two Kato frames are fitted with DCC decoders  

With the frame taken care of, I focused on 
the details to replicate in model form NYC 
8751.  Converting a NW2 phase II to a phase 
III or phase IV requires addition of louvers 
to the engine room doors.  Phase III units 18 
louvers in one group on the six engine 
room doors.  It soon became problematic 
for railroad names to be applied across the 
hood.

 
Archer louver decals are added the engine room 
doors to replicate a phase IV NW2 
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To rectify this phase IV was introduced.  It 
put a “letter board gap” in the louvers so 
that the railroad’s name could be applied 
without the louvers interfering.  These 
locomotives had a group of four louvers 
above the gap and thirteen below on the six 
engine room doors.  

Up until a couple of years ago adding 
louvers involved harvesting louvers from 
another model such as the Athearn SW7 
and grafting them onto the new model.  
Since then, metal photo etched louvers 
have been available from Plano and louvers 
applied like decals have been available 
from Archer Fine Transfers.  The Plano 
louvers are very nice, but the stainless steel 
of the louvers does not adhere to the plastic 
shell without CA adhesives.  After sloppy 
results with adding louvers on another 
project I went with the Archer louvers for 
this project.  These louvers are applied like 
decals they have clear decal film 
surrounding the raised louvers.  You cut 
them off the backing paper and soak them 
in water and apply like the decals.  The 
difference is that these are intended to be 
applied before painting.  Since the louvers 
were black and the body shell was also 
black, I applied a light coat of white paint 
so the louvers could be easily applied and 
see if any straightening was needed.  The 
NYC phase IV units also had an additional 
door modified with louvers after delivery.  
This door was first door next to the engine 
room doors on the cab side.  This door had 
two groups of nine louvers each.  These 
groups of louvers were added to this door 
at the same time.  

Now with the Kato model a phase IV like 
the prototype, let’s look at some of the 
details that make the 8751.  I wanted the 
model to look like it did in the late 1950’s.  
The 1964 photo shows the locomotive 

painted with a white frame stripe and radio 
equipped logo on the cab, which was too 
late for what I was looking for.  But the 
earlier 1959 and 1963 photos that I had were 
perfect for the time period that I wanted to 
model. 

Many of NYC’s SW1 and NW2 switchers 
had the large arched forward cab windows 
plated over.  To model this after removing 
the glass from the cab I sanded the raised 
window gasket off the cab then cut a plate 
from .010” styrene sheet with a pair of 
scissors.  It took a couple of tries to cut a 
piece that I was happy with, but soon a 
piece was glued onto the cab. 

 
Blanked arched cab windows, an air whistle, 
cab arm rests and radio antenna with conduit 
are detail added to the cab 

New York Central 8700-8704 and 8750-
8773, P&LE 8740-8749 and IHB 8715-8739 
were delivered with air whistles.  The IHB 
units had their whistles replaced with air 
horns within a few years.  Many of the NYC 
and P&LE units kept the air whistles 
throughout their careers with the NYCS 
and many still had them well into the 
Conrail era.  No commercial detail part is 
available to represent this detail.  To scratch 
build the air whistle I started with a small 
piece of 3/64-inch brass rod.  I chucked it in 
my Dremel then turned the brass while 
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holding a #80 drill in my pin vice and 
drilled a hole in the end of the brass for the 
air line/mounting pin.  Next using a needle 
file, I cut the whistle aperture.  I have not 
found a drawing that shows the 
dimensions of the whistle, .160” looked 
about the right length and the brass rod 
was cut to length.  A short piece of .012” 
brass wire was soldered into the #80 hole 
on the end as the air supply and mounting 
pin.   Then I plugged the hole that the 
model’s air horn mounts in with a piece of 
styrene rod and drilled a #80 hole and 
mounted the new whistle. 

Other details added to the cab included 
Detail Associates’ 1802 whip antenna, .008” 
phosphor bronze wire for an antenna 
conduit, Detail Associates 2303 36” 
armrests.  Canvas sunshades were common 
on both sides of the cab though the 50’s and 
mid 60’s.  To model these, I took a piece of 
.010”x.156” styrene strip for canvas awning 
and a piece of .008” wire was bent for a 
frame.  While the styrene is a quite a bit 
thicker than the canvas it’s representing, 
the rigidity will hold up better in the model 
railroad operating environment than 
something that is a more accurately scaled.  

Paint was airbrushed with a mix of Model 
Master flat back and flat neutral gray 
paints.  The bodies got a mix of about five 
parts black to one part gray, while the 
trucks and side frames got a mix of three 
parts black to one part gray.  Decals came 
from Microscale’s 87-88 NYC diesels set, 
while the pilot striping came from the 87-
618 set.  Additional detail decals such as the 
builder plates came from the 87-48 set.

Radiator intake covers are made by a small 
piece of tissue paper folded around a small 
brass wire then mounted on top of the radiator 

After painting Detail Associates 2312 wind 
deflectors were added adjacent to the cab 
windows using a small dot of Tacky Glue 
to hold them in place.  Canvas radiator 
covers were a common sight on the front 
radiator air intakes.  To model these, I took 
a piece of gift tissue paper cut into a short 
strip a scale 6’ wide, and a piece of .008” 
wire that was bent into a frame.  The tissue 
was folded over the frame, then glued flat 
with diluted white glue then installed on 
the front of the locomotive. 

Completed model of NYC 8751 
The second NW2 I chose to model was 
Indiana Harbor Belt 8731 a class DES-13d 
built in 1948.  The class DES-13d consisted 
of 21 units numbered IHB 8719-8739. 8731 
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would work its entire career with the 
“Harbor”.  Several photos were found of 
8751.  The first was taken in 1958 was found 
on Railroad Picture Archives.  The 
locomotive is wearing the second version of 
the “as-delivered” paint which was 
Pacemaker Green with orange lightning 
stripes trimmed in red and a large orange 
“Indiana Harbor Belt Connects with all 
Chicago Railroads” oval on the cab.  The 
difference in lettering is the as delivered 
and shown in the photo is that the 
locomotive “as built” have Roman style 
numbers.  Beginning about 1954 Gothic 
numbers replaced the Roman numbers 
which the photo shows.  The next three 
photos were taken in 1966, 1969 and 1970 
on Flickr, a slide sold on eBay and Fallen 
Flags.  All show 8731 in the first black 
scheme with white “Indiana Harbor Belt 
Connects with all Chicago Railroads” oval 
on the cab and white hashed frame stripe.  
The next seven photos I was able to locate 
were taken between 1974 and 1985 showing 
the unit with a solid white frame stripe with 
white, red and black small “Connects with 
all Chicago Railroads” oval and large 
numbers on the bottom of the cab.  These 
were located on Fallen Flags, Flickr and 
Railroad Photo Archives.  In 1985 the 8731 
was rebuilt into a cabless booster unit 
numbered BU50, and there are dozens of 
more photos of the unit online. The unit 
would be retired and scrapped in 2002.  
Minor detail changes also occurred across 
the 30 years of photos of 8731, too many to 
list here.   

The prototype 8731 is a phase IV NW2, so I 
stared with the Kato NW phase II, added 
DCC and louvers like I described in the 
8751 conversion.  I wanted this locomotive 
to appear as it did in the mid 1960’s, so the 
first all-black paint scheme was chosen.  

All IHB’s NW2’s except for class DES-13h 
8790-8802 were built with multiple unit 
connections on both ends so many 
locomotives could be controlled from one 
locomotive cab.  As built the differences 
between locomotives with MU and without 
MU included a raised drop step, raised 
handrails and high MU plugs. 

 
Details changes to model a MU equipped model 
include raised drop step, and tall end handrails 
with MU plug.  

Modeling a locomotive with the as built 
MU arrangement is fairly easy.  Starting 
with the drop step, Detail Associates 1401 
drop step is the appropriate part for the 
prototype.  A piece of .040”x.250” and 
.100’x.250” styrene were laminated 
together and the raised mounting bracket 
from the Detail Associates kit was mounted 
to the end.  Then the assembly was cut to 
length and glued to the deck of the 
switcher.  The small step on the 
locomotive's end needs to be removed so 
the drop step assembly can fit properly.  

Moving on to the end handrails, an end 
view builder’s photo of the class DES-13d 
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from the NYCSHS’s online photo archive 
was found, resized to HO scale and printed 
to be used as a template for building the 
end handrails.  The horizontal lower bar, 
the three mounting tabs and the coupler cut 
bar from the Kato end handrails were 
removed from the rest of the handrail 
casting.  Then .020” wire was bent for the 
outer part of the handrails and the four 
vertical stanchions were cut and bent using 
the builder’s photo as the template.  The 
stanchions’ bottoms were cut long for 
mounting.  A piece of masking tape secured 
all the pieces in place as they were soldered 
together.  Then #75 holes were drilled 
through the deck for the stanchions and the 
handrail assembly including the Kato 
lower bar and tabs were secured to the 
locomotive.  

Moving on the to the raised MU plugs,  
builder’s photos show a plug on both sides 
of the drop step on both ends of the 
locomotive.  Later photos only show one 
plug to the left side as looking at the 
locomotive.  This one plug arrangement 
was seen in the 1966-1970 photos of 8731, so 
that is what was modeled.  A small piece of 
.040”x.080” styrene strip was cut to 
represent the back box; a large MU plug 
came from Detail Associates 1507 set and a 
piece of .020” wire became the raised 
stand’s conduit.  A #75 hole was drilled, 
and the assembly mounted.  

Other details added to the model of 8731 
included .010” styrene sheet cut to 

represent the plated over cab window, 
Detail Associates 2301 All-Weather Cab 
Window on the engineer’s side, Detail 
Associates 2302 36” Stepped Armrest on 
the fireman’s side, Detail Associates 1802 
Whip Antenna and .008” wire for the 
antenna conduit.  

 

Details added to the cab of the 8731 include 
blanked arched cab windows, all weather 
window on the engineer’s side, cab arm rests on 
the fireman’s side and a radio antenna with 
conduit 

The locomotive was painted with the same 
mix of Model Master flat back and flat 
neutral gray paints, 5:1 for the bodies and 
3:1 for the trucks and side frames.  Decals 
came from Microscale’s 87-782 IHB diesels 
set. The frame hash striping was pieced 
together from small strips of the pilot 
striping.  
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Completed model of NYC 8751 

 
Finished model of IHB 8731 
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    Article by Tom Long        Photos by Tom except as noted 
Introduction 

In May 1944, the New York Central ordered 
20 Baggage/ 48-seat coach cars from 
American Car and Foundry (ACF) as Lot 
2730. These cars were delivered to the 
railroad in February and March of 1947 and 
were numbered 280-299. The cars were 
delivered with corrugated aluminum sides.  

A good reference for these cars is the book 
“The Passenger Car Library, Volume 2” by 
W. David Randall. The book includes 
diagrams of the cars along with a few 
pictures. Additional reference pictures can 
be found in the New York Central System 
Historical Society Photo Archive.

 

 
Baggage/48-seat Coach #281, NYCSHS 
Collection. 

 

The use of aluminum instead of stainless 
steel gave these cars a duller, whiter 
appearance that made them stand out 
when in a consist with stainless steel cars.  

The Model 

While there are no ready to run models of 
these cars available in n-scale, Union 
Station Products makes a laser cut styrene 
car side kit that can be used in conjunction 
with the American Model Builders core kit 
to model these cars. The kit includes several 
different pieces of styrene that will be 
layered together to form the car sides. 
(www.unionstationproducts.com) 

	
Union Station Products laser cut styrene car 
side kit for the ACF Baggage/48-seat Coaches. 

The base car sides are the 2 large pieces of 
smooth white styrene that have the 
windows and baggage door cut out, the 
vestibule door etched, and the end skirting. 
There are 4 strips of corrugated styrene 
included in 2 sizes; the 2 narrow strips are 
for use in the letter board area above the 
windows and the 2 wider strips are for use 
below the widows. A clear piece of styrene 
is also included. This piece has the window 
area laser cut out. The intent of the non-
window portion of this piece is to act as a 
backer to the white styrene car side base; 
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this increases the sides to the proper 
thickness for the core kit. The clear styrene 
has a protective film on both sides that 
needs to be removed before it is glued into 
place. There are also two styrene baggage 
doors. Various other rectangular styrene 
pieces are included for use as letter boards, 
number boards, etc. 

Assembling the car body 

The first step is to assemble the roof and 
ends of the core kit per the instructions. 
Next the cars sides are assembled. The first 
step is adhering the clear styrene to the 
back side of the base white styrene car side. 
The window cut out of the clear styrene 
should be removed prior to this step; set 
this piece aside as it will become the 
window glazing later.  

 
The clear styrene back piece and white 
styrene side base prior to assembly (top) 
and the results of the two pieces assembled 
(bottom). 
I didn’t like the look of the windows on the 
baggage doors in the kit; these windows 
appeared to be too wide, and the corners 
were too curved. I cut out the widow 
section and used strips of styrene to create 
new widows that were narrower and had 
more appropriate looking sharp 90o 
corners. I then added the doors to the inside 
of the carbody sides.  

 
The sides with the baggage doors installed. 

At this point I trimmed down the side to fit 
correctly in the core kit; the cars sides as 
manufactured are slightly too long to fit in 
the core kit properly. I removed a few scale 
inches from either end of the car sides until 
it fit. Once satisfied with the fit, I glued the 
sides to the core kit. 

 
Here the sides have been added to the 
American Models Limited core ends and 
roof. 
 
The fluting on the car sides is provided by 
separate pieces of corrugated styrene. 
There are 2 narrow strips that go in the 
letter board area above the windows and 2 
wider strips for the corrugation below the 
windows. These were trimmed to fit and 
then attached to the base car sides using 
plastic cement. 

 
The corrugation pieces have been added to 
the passenger car sides. 
 
The kit included various pieces of styrene 
intended for use as the letter and number 
boards. However, they appeared a bit too 
thick in my opinion, so fashioned new letter 
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and number boards from .005” thick 
styrene and added them on top of the 
corrugation at the appropriate locations. 
With all the styrene pieces that make up the 
sides now in place, I used a #80 drill bit to 
drill holes for the grab irons. I then 
fashioned the grab irons from .008” bronze 
wire. At this point I also fashioned stirrups 
for the skirts on the blind end of the car 
using .008” bronze wire; the mounting 
holes were drilled used a #80 drill bit. 

Next it was on to the roof. First, I scribed 
the seam lines. Then I added the roof vents; 
for these I decided to make a mold of the 
vents on the Walthers (now Lowell Smith) 
corrugated coaches. I decided making 
castings of the vents would be easier and 
provide more consistent results than if I 
hand crafted each of the vents individually 
from styrene. The vents were cast in resin. I 
then cleaned them up with files and glued 
them to the roof using CA. Holes were then 
drilled for the grab irons using a #80 drill 
bit. Gold Medal Models grab irons from set 
160-56 were then added. 

The last item on the car body was to add the 
diaphragms. The cars arrived from ACF 
with full width diaphragms. Since this is 
the period I model, I decided to add this 
feature. I used the full width diaphragms 
from Des Plaines Hobbies. I left off the 
striker plate piece at this time to ensure the 
paint coverage of the car ends during 
painting. Once these were added, the car 
body was ready for the paint shop.

 
The completed car body prior to painting. 
 

The Under Frame and Interior 

With the car body complete, I moved on to 
the car’s under body and interior. First on 
the underbody I made notches in the sides 
to accommodate the baggage doors. Next it 
was on to detailing the underbody; the 
underbody detail parts from the core kit 
were added to the underbody using 
pictures as a guide. The underbody wasn’t 
entirely exact and was only enough to look 
reasonable, but it was sufficient for me 
given that this is N-scale, and the 
underbody will be difficult to view when 
the car is on the track. 

 
The underbody installed details from the 
American Limited Models core kit. 
 
Next, I created an interior for the car. Using 
the floor weight from the core kit as a 
template, I cut a piece of .015 inches styrene 
for use as the floor. I then drew the floor 
layout on this piece of styrene based on the 
diagrams provided in the reference 
material. The walls were cut from .015-inch 
styrene and glued to the floor at the 
appropriate locations.  
 
For the seats, I cast them out of resin using 
a mold I had made from my previous  
PS 2600-series coach project (see 4th Qtr. 
2021 NYCentral Modeler issue). With the 
interior now in place it was time to paint it. 
The colors were selected based on the color 
photos of the interiors provided in Morning 
Sun Books’ New York Central Through 
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Passenger Service in Color Volume 1 by 
Geoffrey H. Doughty. 

 
The completed and painted interior for the 
car.  
Finishing the model 

Now all that remained was to paint the car. 
The as delivered paint scheme for these cars 
is pretty straight forward, all aluminum 
with black lettering.  I airbrushed the car 
body using aluminum paint. Once that was 
dry, I added the black lettering and 
numbers from Micro-Scale decal set 60- 
1352 (New York Central silver streamlined 

passenger cars). I gave the car the number 
282. With the decals in place, I then 
airbrushed a layer of gloss coat to seal the 
decals, and then semi-gloss coat to bring 
down the shine a bit.  

I brush painted the striker plate parts of the 
full width diaphragms, brushed on a coat 
of semi-gloss, and added them to the cars. I 
then added on the clear styrene window 
cutouts for the window glazing. The 
underbody was painted black and then a 
dull coat added as the finish. Once dry, 
black Micro-Trains 4-wheel streamlined 
trucks with couplers were installed and the 
car was then assembled. ACF 
baggage/coach #282 was now ready to 
enter revenue service as part of the Great 
Steel	Fleet.	

The finished N-scale ACF Baggage/Coach ready for service on Tom’s Layout. 
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Our 2022 NYCSHS Calendar 
The NYCSHS 2022 Calendar is now available with eleven color and three black & 
white photographs. 

With our New York Central calendar for 2022, we’ve done more than to provide 
you with the days of the week, some historical dates, and some nice train pictures. 
We want to take you on a trip around the vast New York Central System with 
stunning photos that are evocative of the seasons.  In February, you’ll sympathize 
with a South Bend operator as he hoops up orders to The Chicagoan in bitterly cold 
South Bend, Indiana; and in April you’ll see a conductor and rear brakeman 
conversing while their local freight pauses in still-chilly Hudson, Michigan.  In 
July you’ll feel the heat of The Bronx as a P-motor wheels a two-car Empire Service 
train past what is left of Mott Haven; and in December you’ll be glad to be warm 
at home when you observe a classic Hudson departing nearly snowed-in Buffalo 
Central Terminal.  Our calendar will also take you inside Harmon’s roundhouse 
as two Century-styled Hudsons are prepared for another westward voyage.  And 
our two covers will help you to recollect the final years of the Age of Steam.  All 
this from fine, high-resolution photos carefully selected from hundreds. 

Price is $7.50 each.  Ohio residents please add $0.60 Ohio sales tax.  

Please Print 

Name__________________________________________________Member#_______ 

Address________________________________________________________________ 

City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________ 

Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________ 

Number of Calendars Purchased___________________________ 

Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________ 

Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS 

Calendars are now $7.50 each.  Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio 
Sales Tax or $0.60 per calendar.  (US currency only.) 

Mail this form and check or money order to: 
NYCSHS 

2022 Calendar Order 
17038 Roosevelt Ave. 

Lockport, IL 60441-4734 
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    Article by Jeffrey Mann                        Photos by Jeffrey  
I'm a member of the NYCSHS and a 
modeler. After reading the 1st quarter 2022 
NYC Modeler I thought I would like to 
write a short article about my layout.  
	
In the early to mid 1950’s, my father would 
take me and my baby brother to Van 
Cortlandt Park station in the Bronx to 
watch the occasional train on the Putnam 
Division.  These excursions to the “Put” 
were the framework of my love of trains 
and railroads. When the “Put” stopped 
running commuter trains in May 1958, we 
would still return to Van Cortlandt Park 
station to watch the occasional freight train.  
 
My brother and I returned to Van Cortlandt 
Park station in the 1970’s, two more times 
and each time we were treated to 
northbound freight trains. This station and 
this railroad have never lost their allure. 
Although I worked in the healthcare IT 
field for 47 years, trains and railroads 
have/had always held a fascination for me, 
particularly the New York Central. 
 
The model railroad itch for me started in 
the mid 1950’s when my father brought 
home a Lionel train layout for my brother 
and me. The itch went dormant for a time 
while I was a teenager.  

However, for a college graduation gift, my 
wife and brother bought me a simple 4' X 6' 
HO-scale layout with four AHM New York 
Central 20th Century Limited passenger cars 
and an Athearn New York Central EMD 
SDP40 locomotive. I added an Athearn 
New York Central Alco PA-2 and an 
Athearn New York Central Baldwin S-12 to 
the locomotive roster.   

I soon learned quickly that you can’t run 
model 85-foot cars and six-wheel trucked 

locomotives effectively on 18” radius 
curves. 

Around the mid 1990s I built a nice 4' X 6' 
DC HO-scale layout with my son. I 
purchased six freight cars in the 1980’s and 
a Lifelike Proto 2000 NYC Alco FA-2 (Cigar 
Band logo) in the mid 1990’s. This layout 
included bench work and scenery, 
modeling the layout after an imaginary 
rural branch line. In 2001, the “fly in the 
ointment” was having to make room for 
one of my sons who had just graduated 
from college. I dismantled and discarded 
the layout but retained all the rolling stock. 

Present 

My current DCC HO-scale layout is in its 
budding stages. The base is made of two-
inch pink foam making it easily 
transferable to wooden bench work. It's a 4' 
X 6' concoction of something I call the 
“PutMann Division”, a mid to late 1950s 
theme. There is no resemblance to the New 
York Central Putnam Division, though I 
wish I had the space to expand. My late 
brother, Howie Mann wrote two fine 
articles in 2019 and 2020 for the NYCentral 
Modeler about his Putnam Division layout. 
I helped him build this layout, and from my 
memory I was able to provide him with 
many scenes and landscapes of the “Put”. 

There are elements of the New York Central 
in my layout though, such as the Cigar 
Band Alco FA-2, a Cigar Band Bachmann 
EMD F7A, a NYCS Bachmann Alco S-4, two 
NYCS heavyweight 60' commuter cars, two 
NYCS freight cars and a NYC caboose. The 
caboose was purchased in a Santa Fe 
scheme, and I repainted and decaled the 
caboose in NYCS livery. I have yet to add 
bench work, scenery and ballast to spruce 
up the layout.  
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I added a decoder and speaker to the Alco 
FA-2 two years ago and it sounds just like 
an Alco 244 diesel motor. I bought the DCC 
sound equipped EMD F7A new in a Santa 
Fe Warbonnet scheme, and subsequently 
repainted and decaled it into the Cigar 
Band scheme. The DCC sound equipped 
ALCO S4 came with a NYCS paint scheme 
(PL&E). The Baldwin S-12 was made into a 
dummy that I will re-motor, add a DCC 
sound decoder and speaker. The Alco S4 
does all the freight hauling and switching 
while the Alco FA-2 and EMD F7a take 
turns at passenger commuter runs (I know 
it’s not prototype. An RS-3 or GP7 would be 
prototype).  

The roads on the layout were made from 
joint compound, diluted India ink and 
automobile pinstriping. The passenger 
station is an Atlas Station Platform kit, and 
the lumber yard building is an Atlas 
Lumber Yard & Office kit. The two freight 
buildings are Woodland Scenics Freight 
Depot kits, and the freight loading 
platforms are Rix Products modular 
loading docks. 

My layout gives me many hours of pleasure 
watching the trains run and I have plans for 
completing the scenery and adding details. 
This layout allows me to enjoy the feeling 
of the New York Central System. 

	
You	 can	 see	 that	 Jeff	 is	 using	 his	Bachmann	
EMD	 F7a	or	Life-Like	 Proto	 2000	 Alco	 FA2(in	
the	background)	to	pull	his	two	commuter	cars.	
His	Bachmann	ALCO	S4	waits	patiently	on	the	
sideline	for	Jeff	to	run	a	freight	train. 

 
Jeff’s current layout is a 4’ X 6’ layout that 
allows him to run his trains and do some 
switching. This is a basic layout that many of 
us started with at one time.  

Jeff is much like many modelers who have a 
small layout that provides them with 
satisfaction of being able to run their trains. Jeff 
clearly has plans and it will be interesting to see 
how he moves forward to complete his layout. 

The wonderful thing about our hobby is that 
there are many ways to enjoy model railroading. 

Who knows what plans Jeff has for the future, 
but we all have dreams of the railroad we one 
day hope to have or finish?  The NYCS is the 
railroad of our plans.  Watching it happen is 
what the NYCentral Modeler is all about.  
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While model railroading is my primary 
hobby, I used to also work on a lot of model 
airplanes, and still keep tabs on the latest 
kits, tools, and techniques that airplane 
builders employ to build their models.  
Lately, I’ve been seeing modeling saw 
blades made out of photo etched metal, 
resulting in super fine teeth spacing.  There 
are a couple of different companies offering 
photo etched saws, such as Hasegawa, 
Tamiya, and Infini Models.  I receive the 
product offering emails from Model 
Railroader magazine, and they had the 
modeling saw set from Hasegawa listed for 
$20.00 in the Kalmbach Hobby Store, so I 
figured it would be worth trying out.   

 
https://kalmbachhobbystore.com/produc
t/modeling-tool/85214 

 

The Hasegawa Trytool saw set contains 
eight different types of saw blades, from 
straight to various curved shapes, with a 
range of teeth spacing.  The teeth are so 
finely spaced on a couple of the blades, they 
are difficult to see. But they’re there, as you 
can feel very small ridges on the blade 
when you run your finger along it.   

 
Obviously, with such fine teeth spacing, 
these are not really going to make much of 
a dent in cutting a hard material. However, 
for softer modeling materials, these 
produce a very clean and precise cut.  They 
are ideal for cutting balsa wood or other 
soft wood, such as what you’d find in wood 
craftsman building or rolling stock kits.  
These saw blades are also very effective at 
cutting blue and pink foam that so many of 
us use on our layouts.  I could see using the 
various curved blades for scribing lines into 
foam or styrene plastic, which will produce 
a much finer line than an X-acto blade.  
Finally, these blades would be useful for 
cutting plastic parts from a sprue without 
fear of damaging the model part or of being 
left with a large bit of plastic that would 
need to get sanded or filed off the part. 

I would categorize this saw set as a tool that 
at first might not seem like an obvious key 
addition to your modeling tool collection.  
But once you have it, you’ll discover all 
sorts of situations where it comes in handy.  
I’m looking forward to incorporating these 
saws into my normal rotation of modeling 
tools. 

If you have some tools that you find 
especially useful, let us know about them. 
Send the info about them to: 
bmarotta77@gmail.com.  Brian Marotta, 
NYCentral Modeler, “Tool Shop” Editor

Hasegawa 
Trytool 

Have you had 
problems finding 
the right saw for 
a job? This tool 
has eight photo-
etched metal 
saws in a variety 
of sizes and 
shapes. It will 
come in handy 
for many of your 
modeling 
projects 
	

These saws 
have very 
fine teeth 
and won’t 
work on 
everything, 
are effective 
on soft 
material. 
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    Article by Hank Falken        Photos by Hank except as noted 
I	started	this	project	in	2016	by	going	online	
to	 find	 a	 large	 pair	 of	freight	 trucks.		 Then	
went	 to	 NYCSHS	 and	 requested	 a	 set	 of	
blueprints	of	the	1908	caboose.	
		
I	found	a	pair	of	F-scale	trucks	at	Cumberland	
Engineering	 Co	 in	 Knoxville,	 and	 they	 had	
Auto-Cad	and	large	laser-cutter	and	printer.	
Just	 what	 I	 was	 looking	 needing	 for	 this	
project.	
	
(To use the nomenclature of the small scales, F 
Gauge (70.6-mm) accurately represents 4′-8.5″ 
standard gauge trains in F Scale (1:20.32). 
	
They	 converted	 the	 NYC	 prints	 to	 F-scale		
model	prints.		They	also	made	some	parts	on	
the	laser	machine.			
	
I	started	 the	 frame	 with	 scale	 brass	 "I"	
beams.		 The	 main	 body	 of	 the		
caboose	 is	 laser-cut	 thin	 hobby	 plywood,	
which	 has	 double	 planked	 walls		
and	 laser	 etched	 flooring.	 All	 the	 interior	
fittings	are	scratch	built.	
 

This is The blueprint that Hank had reduced to 
F-scale. They came from the NYCSHS. This was 
the basis for his model, and he used it to make 
sure everything was correct. 

 

You can see here the trucks that started Hank 
on his project to model the 1908 Big Four 
caboose.

Hank constructed the main frame bolsters and 
tension rods from brass. 

This view shows the laser cut parts that were 
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provided by Cumberland Engineering Company 
in Chattanooga. 

 
The interior framework was fitted for size 
inside the assembled frame of the caboose.

 
This shot shows the exterior laser etched siding 
being test fitted to the caboose before painting. 

The next step was thoroughly painting the 
interior frame and floor in the red/brown 
primer to seal the wooden frame.  

 
Hank has painted the interior walls, roof 
bracing and floor with a grey primer and is test 
fitting the assembly. He placed the ladders and 
stove into the model to review fit.   

 
In this photo you can see the interior detail 
that Hank scratchbuilt. 

Interior details are fastened against interior 
walls and glued in place. 
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A view from the top shows us all of the details 
of the interior of the caboose.  You can see the 
interior wall and exterior siding and the ready 
to be installed side of the caboose at the bottom 
of this photo. 

Details of the interior of the cupola with a 
brakeman relaxing as he waits for the roof to 
be installed. 

 

 

These three photos show the details of the 
caboose interior with the roofs still to be 
installed. 

The final caboose is on display in front of the 
1/20.3 scale drawing that Hank had produced 
to scale from the drawing he obtained from the 
NYCSHS.  
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Hank detailed the end platform, railings, 
ladder and brake wheel and painted them in 
prototypical colors. 
 

 
The finished model that Hank displays on a 
short section of track on his memorabilia shelf. 
 
Hank has a workshop that was built for him 
by his son, Andy where he does all his 
modeling. He sent us a few photos of the 
workshop. 
 

The following photos show Hank’s 
workshop and Hank relaxing in his 
workshop wearing his new NYCSHS 
Authors’ t-shirt. He can see some of his 
other models in the last photo. 
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Noel, 
I	had	a	nice	chat	 last	Sunday	with	Hank	Falken.	
Hank	is	98	and	told	me	of	his	pride	and	joy,	a	NYC	
caboose	that	he	built.	I	told	him	we	would	like	to	
show	others	his	work	via	our	modeling	magazine.	
Please	check	out	the	photos	(it's	a	Big	4	caboose,	
right	up	your	alley).	I	hope	you	can	find	a	spot	for	
these.		
	
Thanks,	Dave	Mackay,	NYCSHS	President	
	
It	has	been	a	pleasure	to	work	with	Hank	on	this	
article.		His	98	years	didn’t	slow	him	down	on	this	
project.	
		
He	has	built	a	beautiful	model	and	my	interaction	
with	him	via	emails	has	been	fun	too.		
	
He	volunteered	to	model	his	NYCSHS	writers’	t-
shirt	 for	 his	 author	 photo	 in	 our	 “Extra	Board”	
section	of	the	magazine.	
	
I	only	hope	that	I	can	still	do	my	modeling	well	
into	 my	 90s,	 like	 Hank.	 	 He	 should	 be	 an	
inspiration	to	all	NYCS	modelers.	
	
Join	Hank	as	an	author	and	send	us	an	article	or	
some	photos	of	your	NYCS	modeling.	
 

 
Big Four Wood Cupola #17362 at Beach Grove, 
IN. Ed May Photo, NYCSHS Collection 
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It Is Time to Register for This NYCS Event!! 

The First 2022 NYCSHS Mini - September 24, 2022 
Middleburg Heights, OH Crown Plaza Hotel 

and NYCSHS Headquarters 
Presenters 

8:30 am - 9:00 am       Opening Remarks and Welcome – Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President 
9:00 am – 10:00 am – “My NYCS Layout” – Russ Weis 
10:00 am – 11:00am – “NYCS Models” - Steve Lasher 
11:00 am – 12:00 pm – “Modeling NYCS Passenger Trains in N-scale” - Tom Long 
12:00 pm – 1:30 pm - Lunch 
1:30 pm – 2:30 pm – “NYC Stock Cars - 1921 - 1968” - Seth Lakin 
2:30 pm – 3:30 pm – “NYCS Slide Show in the Diesel Era” - Tom Gerbracht 
3:30 pm – 4:30 pm – “Estate Planning for Model Railroaders & Railroadiana Collectors” - 
Frank Bongiovanni 
4:30 pm – 6:00 pm – Visit the NYCSHS Headquarters & Collinwood Shop 

Presentations are subject to change. 

Meeting starts at 8:30 am EDT and 
presentations end at 4:30 pm 

Collinwood Shop opens at 4:30 pm at NYCSHS Headquarters 
Collinwood Shop Items & 

Surplus NYCSHS Archive Collection Items For Sale 

Collinwood Shop will be open at the NYCSHS Headquarters 
following the end of the presentations. 

Collinwood Shop Items & 
Surplus NYCSHS Archive Collection Items For Sale 
Books, Models & NYCS Material At Bargain Prices  

You will need a reservation to attend and there will be a $20.00 fee 
for attendance. Lunch will be on your own at nearby restaurants. 

Reservation can be made by downloading the form and mailing to 
Ralph Schiring 

16623 Oak Street 
Omaha, NE 68130-2051 

or in the Collinwood Shop at: NYCSHS.net 

Hotel Rooms Available at the Crowne Plaza Cleveland Airport 
September 23 & 24 at $109.00 per night 

This is the same rate as the one scheduled a year ago!!! Contact the hotel directly at 440-243 4040 and ask for 
the "New York Central System Historical Society" room block, and the code is NYS. 

Special NYCSHS hotel rate only good until September 8, 2022 
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Please	Print	

Name	of	Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member	#_________	

Name(s)	of	Additional	Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________	

Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________	

City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal	Code_________	

Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________	

Emergency	Contact	Name	(Other	than	traveling	companions)	__________________________________	

Emergency	Contact	Phone	Number___________________________Relationship_______________________	

Number	of	Member	Attendees_____	@	$20.00	each.	Total	Amount	Paid	$______________________	

Non-Member	Attendees_____	@	$30.00	each.	Total	Amount	Paid	$_____________________________	

Please	send	registration	to:		 					Ralph	Schiring	
						NYCSHS	Mini	

16623	Oak	Street	
Omaha,	NE	68130-2051

Please	make	checks	payable	to	NYCSHS,	Inc.	
Registration	Fee:	

NYCSHS	Members	(Including	family	members)	cost	is	$20.00	each	
Non-NYCSHS	Members	cost	is	$30.00	each.	

Hotel	Rooms	have	been	made	available	at	the:		Crown	Plaza	Cleveland	Airport	
7230	Engle	Road	
Middleburg	Heights,	OH	44130	
440-243-4040

https://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/us/en/middleburg-heights/clemh/hoteldetail	

Rooms	are	$109.00	per	night	plus	tax.		Reservations	must	be	made	by	9/8/2022	to	obtain	
this	rate.	Ask	for	the	"New	York	Central	System	Historical	Society"	room	block	and	the	code	
is	NYS.	

New York Central System Historical Society 
Mini Convention 

Middleburg Heights, OH – September 24, 2022 

Registration Form	
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Almost 90,000 photos on-line and 

available to purchase. 
The new NYCSHS Archive Digital Shop puts these thousands of photos at your fingertips, 
just a couple of mouse clicks away. Drawings and maps coming soon. 

Here is your chance to see NYC railroading as it really was, to rekindle your NYC memories, 
guide your layout dreams, to help your modeling, and to further your understanding of the 
NYC. 

  Link to Digital Shop:     https://nycshs.omeka.net/ 
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Here	is	an	example	of	what	can	be	found	
in	the	NYCSHS	Digital	Shop!!!	

There	were	two	NYC	stock	cars	that	were	rebuilt	
from	50'	boxcars	as	experiments.	

The	first	experimental	stock	car	is	the	NYC	24000	lot	908-S	rebuilt	from	a	lot	694-B	double	
door	auto	boxcar	(NYC	62300-62599)	in	1961.	These	cars	had	regular	panel	roofs	and	5-5	
ends.			

The	second	experimental	stock	car	is	NYC	24001,	lot	933-S	rebuilt	from	a	lot	735-B	box	(161000-
161999)	40-foot	boxcar	in	1963.		It	was	stretched	just	like	some	of	the	other	NYC	boxcars	as	it	was	
rebuilt	from	a	40-foot	car	and	was	stretched	to	a	50-foot	car.	This	car	had	5-5	ends	and	Murphy	
diagonal	panel	roofs.	 

A special thanks for this to Seth Lakin, NYCSHS Modelers’ Committee Chair. 
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    Article by Chuck Beargie                Photos by Chuck except as noted 
Welcome back to my series of articles regarding how I am modeling the NYC Franklin/Oil 
City branch through the town of Jefferson, Ohio. This article will describe some basics 
regarding the layout construction. 

 For reference, this layout diagram is repeated from the previous articles. 

 
12’ x 7’ layout, NYC Lines through Jefferson, Ohio circa 1928. 

Benchwork 

Although this is my first layout, I had over 
a quarter century of hobby experience 
before I started to build it, including 
belonging to several clubs, and helping 
build several home layouts for other local 
modelers. One of the things I learned was 
not to use dimensional lumber for 
benchwork. No matter how good the 
quality, there is a chance that it will 
eventually warp. For my layout I used the 
best quality 3/4" thick plywood I could get 
at the local big box store. At the time I had 

a wood shop in my basement, and I could 
rip the 4’ x 8’ sheets lengthwise into 6” wide 
strips. From one 4’ x 8’ sheet I could get 
eight (8) strips. At that time (around 2001) 
it was about $50 per sheet of 3/4” plywood. 
That made each strip about $4 - $5 per strip. 
At that time a good grade 1” x 6” cost over 
$7 each. Thus, using plywood was not only 
better, but it was also cheaper. The only 
dimensional lumber on the layout is some 1 
x 1” molding strips to reinforce some of the 
joints.  
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The 6” plywood strips were used on edge 
to box the outsides of the four sections of 
the layout. Some of the 6” strips were 
ripped in half to 3” and used on edge for 
crossmember supports.  

The horizontal components of the layout 
benchwork consists of a layer of 1/2" thick 
ceiling tile on top of 2” thick house 
insulation Styrofoam on top of a layer of 
1/4" Luan (floor underlayment) plywood. 
The Styrofoam is the primary structural 
support. The ceiling tile is for carving into 
the gentle undulations found in Midwest 
scenery (I much prefer carving ceiling tile 
than Styrofoam). The Luan is not to support 
the Styrofoam, but to provide a solid 
surface to anchor wiring and other items 
under the layout. 

 
Cross-sectional diagram of layout 
construction. 

The front layout section does not have the 
Luan/Styrofoam/ceiling tile, but rather a 
3/4" thick slab of black polystyrene. This is 
for dimensional stability for the cartridges 
that are used to switch cars on and off the 
layout. These will be described below. 

The layout legs are also made from 3/4" 
plywood ripped into 3” wide strips. Each 
leg is two strips glued and nailed together 
like an L-girder. Two-foot wide 1/4" thick 
plywood was used to connect pairs of legs 
together to form four leg panels. Each end 
of the two large layout sections is 
supported by one of these leg panel 
assemblies. Diagonal leg braces were also 
made from 3/4" plywood ripped into 2” 
wide strips formed into T-girders.  

The bottom of the layout is 54” high from 
the floor; high enough to clear a standard 
four-drawer file cabinet. Track height is 
60”, which is shoulder height to me (I’m 
6’4” tall). There is plenty of room under the 
layout for my office, an entertainment 
system, and some storage. It is also high 
enough were ducking under the front 
section to get to the middle of the layout is 
not much of an issue. 

Before the Styrofoam and ceiling tile was 
attached to the benchwork, all the 
wood/plywood was sealed with several 
coats of Thompson water seal and then a 
topcoat of flat black paint. The layout is 
now 20 years old, in its fourth home after 
three relocations, and it is as square, true, 
and solid as the day I built it. 

Underside of layout benchwork. 
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The two larger sections of the layout are 
supported by the leg assemblies as noted 
above. The other two layout sections are 
attached to and supported by the two 
larger sections by use of special hinges I 
had custom made at an Amish blacksmith 
in rural NE Ohio. 

 
Special custom-made hinges that support 
the center layout sections.  

The backdrops are 1/4" Masonite panels 
attached to the back of the layout sections. 
The panels are painted blue on the layout 
side and white on the reverse side; except 
for the backdrop behind the front section 
which is satin black on both sides. 

Rail car and locomotive cartridges 

The layout is small with only a passing 
track and five spur tracks. During the 
planning stage I knew that I would need 
some way to easily swap rail cars and 
locomotives on and off the layout. I 
investigated various (typically European) 
methods and I settled on using 
interchangeable cartridges. 

To make the cartridge system, I purchased 
a 4’ x 8’ sheet of 3/4" black polystyrene. 
Using a carbide blade on my table saw, I 
was able to cut it into the various sizes I 
needed. One large 14” x 80” piece was used 
for the front section of the layout as noted 

above. This front layout section has a spur 
track that lines up with the rail car 
cartridges and another one that lines up 
with the locomotive cartridges. See track 
plan. 

Most of the rest of the sheet was cut into 
sixteen (16) 3” x 36” pieces for the rail car 
cartridges. Using the table saw and a 
special thin blade, two grooves were cut 
into the top surface of the cartridges to 
accept HO gauge wheel flanges, thus no 
track was required to guide the rail cars.  

I also purchased a sheet of 1/8” thick black 
polystyrene. From it I cut 1.5” x 36” strips 
for side panels, which were press fit into 
1/8” wide grooves cut into the top surface 
of the cartridges. 

Near the middle of the end of each 
cartridge I drilled a blind 1/8” diameter 
hole. I glued brown wood craft beads onto 
2” lengths of 1/8” diameter brass rod. 
These are inserted into the blind holes to 
keep the cars from rolling off the ends. 

 
End of railcar cartridge and interface to 
layout spur. 

A wall rack was fabricated from 1 x 2 oak 
strips and 3” brass angles to hold the 
cartridges above a set of bookshelves.  
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The locomotive cartridges are 2.75” x 14” 
pieces of 3/8” thick black polystyrene with 
a strip of Atlas code 100 track glued to the 
top. I made over two dozen of these. 

 
Storage rack on wall for railcar cartridges. 

The locomotive cartridges are stored on 
shelves in the cabinet used to support the 
layout control system. When these 
locomotive cartridges are placed on the 
layout, they are slid under a pair of wiper 
contacts that connects them to the power 
system. 

 
Locomotive cartridges and interface to 
layout. 
 
This system allows me to quickly swap rail 
cars and locomotives on and off the layout.  

Roadbed and track 

The roadbed is mostly plain (without ties) 
Tru-Scale roadbed. It is long out of 
production and hard to find, so I purchased 
all I could at various hobby shows. I had 

acquired a good collection of curves and 
straight pieces by the time I needed them 
for the layout. However, I could not find 
pieces for under the turnouts, and I was 
going to have a good number of special 
curved turnouts anyway. So, for many of 
the turnouts I used 1/4" thick basswood 
from Midwest Products cut to shape and 
beveled the edges.  

Individual ties were stained and glued to 
the roadbed. When I first got into the hobby 
back in the 70’s, the club I joined had a jig 
to line up a row of ties. After filling the jig 
with ties, the ties were secured together 
with a strip of masking tape then rolled up.  

It was easy then to just brush a coat of glue 
on the roadbed and unroll a strip of ties 
onto it. I was going to make a similar jig, 
but then found out that Fast Tracks sells 
one (catalog number HO-TR-8.5-24).  

The track, including (8) switches, is hand-
laid nickel-silver rail, code 83 on the 
mainline and code 70 on the passing tracks 
and spurs. I made all the switches except 
three. 

 
Hand-laid ladder track on front layout 
section. 
 
Three of the switches are commercial RTR. 
This is because when I got to doing them on 
the yard section, the basswood used for the 
roadbed was too hard to accept spikes. 
With paint and weathering, these 
commercial switches blend in with the 
handmade ones.  
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The switches are controlled by Caboose 
Industries #220S ground throws. These 
ground throws are sprung and have 
contacts to power the frog. They are 
mounted at the front edge of the layout (I 
didn’t want to have to reach in past scenery 
on a regular basis) and are connected to the 
throw bars using music wire through brass 
tubing. From the craft store I obtained 
straight pins with ball heads colored green 
and red. One of each is installed under the 
ground throw handle and indicates which 
way the switch is thrown. The ball heads 
also keep the throw handle from going all 
the way to the ground, making the handle 
easier grab and throw. 

 
Caboose Industries ground throws with 
color ball-headed pins. 

Electrical 
 
The layout is lighted by nine LED 
spotlights mounted on two track lighting 
strips on the ceiling. Several surge-
protector power strips were mounted 
around the layout to provide easy access to 
AC power. Both the AC power strips, and 
the lighting system are routed through a 
single power switch on the front edge of the 
layout.  
 

Two track power busses were installed to 
barrier strips on the bottom of the layout 
sections just inside the front edge for easy 
access. 8-conductor Cinch receptacles and 
plugs were used to connect the busses from 
section to section. No wiring needs to be 
altered when the layout is relocated; the 
plug cables are just unplugged and tucked 
up under the sections. The extra four 
conductors are in case I want to someday 
add separate power for layout building 
lights, etc. 

 
Bus wiring and block slide switches under 
layout. 
The layout is divided into blocks for 
conventional DC control systems. Each 
block is wired thru a special slide switch 
that can connect it to either of the two 
busses. These slide switches are mounted 
under the front edge of the layout and 
controlled by vertical threaded rod / 
drawer pull assembly. 

 
 Knob controls for electrical blocks at 
front edge of layout. 
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The control systems are mounted in a 3/4" 
plywood box. All the various outputs of the 
control systems are wired to 2-row 
conductor Cinch sockets. A 2-pin Cinch 
plug on a cable connects the outputs to the 
layout busses.  
 
Originally the control box contained an 
MRC DC powerpack and an AtlasMaster 
DCC system. However, the MRC DC did 
not allow walk-around, and the 
AtlasMaster DCC only allowed two-digit 
loco addresses, so they were both replaced.  
 
I am now using Dallee Electronics Yard 
Master handheld throttles for DC, and an 
NCE PowerCab system with a CAB-06 for 
DCC. I have also installed the NCE circuit 
board for connecting the DCC system to my 
laptop, but I have not had the time (yet) to 
get it operational. 

 
Layout control box with NCE DCC and DC 
systems, and test/program track. 
 
For a long time, I was apathetic about going 
to DCC, as with the small layout I did not 
see me running more than one locomotive 

at a time. But then I got turned onto sound 
to add more interest to operating sessions 
by proper use of the whistle/horn and bell. 
Now I am working on converting the 
primary locomotives for my operating 
sessions to DCC with sound.  
 
Last month I upgraded an Athearn Genesis 
F3A with Tsunami2 with sound. My very 
first decoder with sound installation! 

 
EMD F3A Locomotive #1607 with 
Tsunami2 installed in front of Jefferson 
depot. The semaphore signals are now 
installed and operate using the knob 
controls as in the photo on page 76. 

Next on my list is a Key Imports brass E-1a 
2-6-0 Mogul. 
 
Although this article does not deal with 
anything related specifically to the NYC, I 
do believe that I have utilized some unique 
methods for building the layouts that are 
worth sharing. I hope you have found this 
interesting.  
 
In my next article I will start to focus on 
each individual line-side industry and how 
I replicated it in model form. Until then, 
happy modelling. 
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We introduced this feature in the NYCentral 
Modeler to showcase some of our NYCSHS 
members modeling. We are requesting that 
you send us some photos of your models 
with a short caption.  We will showcase 
these models in each new edition. Send 
photos to: nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org  

4th Qtr. 2011 Edition 

Tom Gerbracht’s layout is fully lighted using 
independent power supplies. This nighttime 
lighting” and operation of lighted passenger 
trains adds another dimension to train 
operation.

An early morning scene on Ron Parisi’s NYC 
West Side Freight Line. Ron passed away 
several years ago, but his modeling lives on in 
the NYCentral Modeler. 

4th Qtr. 2012 Edition 

Paul Pickard’s dad’s NYCS models in TT-scale. 
This is the only article about TT-scale that we 
have ever published.  Do any of you have TT-
scale models? 

Dr. Randall Swanson’s O-scale NYC layout 
was modeled in northern New York State. He 
was making major progress until he too, 
passed away. This beautiful layout is only a 
memory. 

4th Qtr. 2013 Edition

Kyle Coble models the NYC Big Four in HO-
scale and here we see four of his boxcars.  The 
three on the left are scratchbuilt and the one on 
the right is one of his 3-D printed versions. 

The technology was rapidly advancing in 2013 
and today it is moving to possibly become the 
major technology for modeling. 
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4th Qtr. 2014 Edition

Steve Bratina models in ¾”-scale and this live 
steam NYC Hudson Commodore Vanderbilt is 
an excellent example of Steve’s engineering and 
modeling skills. Over the years, Steve as 
provided us with other examples of his 
modeling skill and those models have also been 
featured in this publication. 

This should be a familiar locomotive model to 
our readers.  It belonged to Bob Shaw who’s 
second article for us appeared in this edition. 
Bob went on to become our “O-Gauge Model 
Railroading” feature editor and published 24 
articles about modeling in O-gauge. 

Manuel Duran-Duran and Larry Falkner 
authored and served as editors for the “NYCS 
Engineering Department” and “The Harmon 
Files” features each month for several years. 

They brought us many interesting models the 
created by first developing the detailed 
drawings and then creating the models form 
them. 

They both have very busy schedules right now 
but we hope to have their wonderful article 
back in the publication again in the future. 

We continue to ask for photos and articles 
for the magazine but we receive very few. 
We spend an inordinate amount of time 
trying to get our members to share their 
modeling with us.  This column was an 
attempt to make it easier to share photos 
rather than writing articles, but we have 
gotten very few photos. 

Since again I received no new photos from 
any of you, I will include some models 
from writers’ collections from earlier 
editions. 

If I fail to receive any photos before the 
next edition, I will stop including this 
section in the publication. 
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Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store.  We offer 
a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs, NYCSHS 
calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, polo 
shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and art prints -- all 
with the NYC logo. 

Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at 20% 
off MSRP.  For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each. 

To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today.  Memberships start at only $44 
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”. 
Join using the application on page 40 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”. 



New York Central System 
Historical Society 

P.O. Box 126, Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126 
***Note New Mailing Address***

2022 New Membership Application 
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight -------------------------------------- $44.00 ______ 

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------- ADD $15.00 ______ 

Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight ----------- $44.00 ______ 

---Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage --------- ADD $  8.00 ______ 

---Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage------------  ADD $44.00 ______ 

Options:    

Contributing Member * -----------------------------------------------------------------  ADD $16.00 ______ 

Sustaining Member * --------------------------------------------------------------------  ADD $36.00 ______ 

TOTAL $____________ 

Membership runs from January 1 to December 31.  
* Contributing and Sustaining are for members who wish to render greater support to the

work of the Society. These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight. 

You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop. 
http://www.nycshs.net/memberships_c_14.html 

Please fill in all blanks. 

Name: ___________________________________________________________________ 

Street Address: __________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________________________ State/Province: ________________ 

9 Digit Zip: ___________________________    Is this a new address? Yes□  No□
Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________ 

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________________

Phone: _________________________ Cell□  Home□

Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? _____What Scale? _______________

Special Interest(s): ______________________________________________________

May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?  Yes□ No□
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties. 
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New York Central System 
Historical Society 

P.O. Box 126, Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126 
***Note New Mailing Address***

2022 Membership Renewal Form 

Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight -------------------------------------- $44.00 ______ 

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------- ADD $15.00 ______ 

Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight ----------- $44.00 ______ 

---Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage --------- ADD $  8.00 ______ 

---Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage------------  ADD $44.00 ______ 

Life Member * – (Return form to retain membership) -----------------------------------  $  0.00 ______ 

Charter Member * (Member Numbers 1-350 only) ----------------------------------------  $40.00 ______ 

Options:    

Contributing Member ** -----------------------------------------------------------------  ADD $16.00 ______ 

Sustaining Member ** --------------------------------------------------------------------  ADD $36.00 ______ 

TOTAL $____________ 

Membership runs from January 1 to December 31.  
* Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.

** Contributing and Sustaining are for members who wish to render greater support to the 
work of the Society. These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight. 

You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop. 
http://www.nycshs.net/memberships_c_14.html 

Please fill in all blanks.   Membership #: ____________ 

Name: ___________________________________________________________________ 

Street Address: __________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________________________ State/Province: ________________ 

9 Digit Zip: ___________________________    Is this a new address? Yes□  No□
Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________ 

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________________

Phone: _________________________ Cell□  Home□

Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? _____What Scale? _______________

Special Interest(s): ______________________________________________________

May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?  Yes□ No□
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties. 
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   Article By Thomas Lange                 Photos by Thomas except as noted 
The High Line is an iconic view of the 
NYC’s freight system in Manhattan. It was 
operated from the 1930s into end of the 
1970s. After abandonment a one and a half 
mile stretch survived and finally became a 
New York park. For in-depth information 
please refer to Ron Parisi’s excellent articles 
“NYC’s West Side Freight Line, A History”, 
in 3rd Qtr. 2012 NYCentral Modeler, page 49, 
“Manhattan’s Greatest Train Yard: The 
NYC’s 60th Street Yard”, 2nd Qtr. 2013 
NYCentral Modeler page 46, “History of the 
NYCRR’s West Side Freight Lines”, 1st Qtr. 
2014 NYCentral Modeler page 71). 

 
The almost completed first layout with the 
High Line in the center. 
 
When I planned for a city theme layout, I 
also wanted to add a section of a High Line. 
As the first version of this layout measured 
only 3 by 4 feet, the elevated track was 
designed as an independent circle with 10-
inch industrial radius. This narrow curve 
needed to be disguised by leading the track 
into a building on one side and kind of an 
elevated passenger station at the other end. 
So, depending on the photo angle this piece 
of track can stand in for an elevated freight 
line or part of the subway system. One 
place to study the construction of elevated 
tracks still today is McDonald Avenue in 
Brooklyn, NY. 

 
Elevated track of New York’s subway on 
McDonald Avenue in Brooklyn, NY, June 
2015. 
 
In principle the elevated track is a long deck 
girder bridge. The market offers some 
highly detailed kits of elevated track but 
with a view on the limited available space 
on my layout and my passion for kit-
bashing and scratch-building I decided for 
a low-budget project. After some research 
in the web and catalogs I selected Walthers’ 
two track plate girder bridge (933-2948) as 
starting point as this kit provides good 
detail of the girder web plates and outside 
stiffeners. 
   
The Bridge Beam 
 
To form the long bridge, the round ends of 
the girders were removed (red arrows on 
photo below, ruler shows centimeters).  

 
The girder and Bridge ties removed from the 
sprues of Walther’s two track plate girder 
bridge kit (933-2948). 
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The material of the girders was relatively 
soft, so a sharp knife was used, and the rivet 
lines provide for a rectangular cut. I could 
have used a long profile and veneer it with 
the girders, but I wanted to keep the 
vertical transparency of the construction.  

 
Girder bracing plates glued in between the 
girders. 
So likewise, to the prototype I cut interior 
bracing sheets from 0.75-mm styrene. At 
one end of each section a 2-mm styrene 
sheet will support the columns.  

 
Scheme of a vertical section through the 
High Line construction. 
 
As the kit was designed for a through 
girder bridge some stiffeners were missing 
to allow the attachment of the triangular 
inner stiffeners. These missing stiffeners 
(green arrows) were added with styrene 
profile.  
 
The Columns 
 
The columns consist of the rounded end-
webs which were removed from the 

girders, the triangular inner knee braces, 
the deck plates of the girder and 2-mm 
square styrene profile. The height of the 
columns was determined by the length of 
the girder’s lower deck plate. It was cut in 
half and runs from the quarter round deck 
plate to the bottom. This way it connects the 
round end web of the girder with the 
styrene profile. Half of the former upper 
deck plate runs on the other side of the 2-
mm styrene profile with the doubled center 
plate to the bottom. The result is a H-
column which will attach to the 2-mm 
styrene sheet at one end of each beam 
section. 
 
 

 
High Line column with inner square profile 
painted. 

 
Longitudinal view of the interior bracing 
and columns. 
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Scheme of girder and columns (not to scale) 
 
Diagram Legend 
1. Bridge ties with outer guide rails and 
rails 
2. Girders 
3. Connection at the one end of a girder 
section 
4. Rounded end-web of girder 
5. Quarter round deck plate 
6. 2mm square styrene profile 
7. Half-length of the girder’s lower deck 
plate 
8. Girder’s upper deck plate 
9. The triangular inner knee brace 

 

 

Missing girder stiffener replaced with 
styrene profile. 
 
 

 
Missing girder stiffener replaced with 
styrene profile located on the layout. 
 
The Bridge Ties 
 
The segments of bridge ties show a nice 
detail of the outer wooden guide rails. At 
one side the overlap was shortened to half 
of the last tie so the overlap of the guide rail 
of the next section fits onto it. Rail profiles 
are fixed with cyanoacrylate glue to the ties.  
 

 
Part of the guide rail to the right needs to 
be removed to allow the overlap of the next 
element. 
 
The Oval 
 
The hidden oval of the High Line is made 
from flex track. The roadbed for the oval is 
cut from 2-mm cardboard and consists of 3 
layers, a base, the intermediate layer 
receiving the ties of the flex track and the 
top layer touching the outer edges of the 
rail profiles.  
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Scheme of High Line oval roadbed (not to 
scale) 

 
  

Lower layer: 2-mm cardboard  
 
Intermediate layer: 2-mm cardboard 
to force the ties into the circle. 
 
Upper layer: 2-mm cardboard to 
secure ties in place. 

  
The High Line oval seen from the front side without some of the buildings. (Left) The High 
Line oval from back side with most of the buildings in place. Imperial Printing is under 
construction. This area will soon when be covered by the rural branch line. (Right) 

The Passenger Station 
 
The passenger station is designed to mislead the eye. The outside wall follows the axis of the 
bridge beam but inside the track turns into the curve. The side walls of the station are made 
from Kibri parts with a Walthers’ roof. 

  
The passenger station to the right of the picture 
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The view from under the High Line 
 
 
Modifications From the First to the Current Layout 
 
The pictures show the High Line on two different layouts. The first layout was a city theme 
only and measured 3’ by 4’. With remodeling of one room at home I found a new place for the 
layout which now measures 2  2/3’ by 11" and is an island style layout. The one side remains 
the city theme while the other side will someday become a rural branch line. All buildings 
from the first layout were used again, two of them were completely remodeled. With all these 
changes the High Line circle moved closer to the frontal edge of the layout. The street now 
crosses the High Line and at this point created the necessity of a wide span between the 
columns. Furthermore, the staircase to the passenger station was removed. 
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The High Line on the current layout looking west. 

 
The High Line on the current layout looking east. 
          
I did not model a sidewalk, railings and inner guide rails as I thought this would make the 
appearance of the High Line section even smaller than it already is. Although the layout is still 
under construction the High Line already provides a good photo location for my rolling stock. 
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    Article by Phil Darkins        Photos by Phil except as noted 
A Not So Mysterious Secret Behind One 

Aspect of Model Railroading Magic 

The PD (Phil Darkins) Layout was 
originally conceived as an experimental 
platform for testing construction 
techniques, which would translate into the 
efficient creation of a giant model railroad. 

One of the testing aspects of the layout 
focuses on a wide variety of bridges, none 
more so than the extension to the passenger 
car and locomotive terminals, which is 
facilitated using four stand-alone bridges 
plus seven trestles: a trestle being a 
combination of bridges. 

 
On the lower left corner of the ground-level 
track plan of the PD Layout, we see the bridge 
array comprising four stand-alone bridges and 
seven trestles, and each trestle comprising three 
different styles of bridge. 

That’s a lot of bridges for a purpose that 
would be dubious in a prototypical sense. 
It might be viewed as New York City’s 
High Line or St. Louis’ Elevated Riverfront 
on steroids but there is method in the 
madness. And, in any case, it’s fun to build. 

The first challenge was to use SCARM™ 
design software to accurately depict how 
the bridges would occupy the space. The 
software allows you to create 3D 
representations of bridges and manipulate 
them into precise positions/elevations. 
These can be checked by viewing 3D 
renders from all angles until satisfied that 
the appropriate style of bridge is in the 
correct position.  

 
SCARM™ allows you to view and rotate your 
design in 3D. Here, we see that all other design 
elements have been removed, leaving only the 
bridge array floating in space.  

Several combinations and arrays of bridges 
were tried before settling on a final design, 
and this took time; some months in fact 
because it was necessary to obtain kits and 
assess their physical fit and overall 
aesthetic before committing to their 
inclusion. Lucky this was done because the 
first discovery was that not a single bridge 
kit on the market seems to be the length 
stated on the box e.g., the Walthers 90’ open 
deck box girder bridge is 88.5 scale feet 
when built. That doesn’t help when using 
accurate software to create drawings, but 
one should note that, when bridge shoes 
are fitted, bridge ends don’t always butt up 
directly to their partners in a trestle. This 
requires the addition of cross-members to 
fill the gap which would otherwise see a 
track tie or two hanging in mid-air! And 
that is a common error made by many 
model railroaders. This perhaps goes some 
way to explain why model bridges are not 
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their stated length; they are in fact models 
of bridges which occupy the said dimension, 
in an applied sense. 

While the bridge array certainly is unlikely 
to represent an authentic prototype, 
overhead clearances did play an important 
role in the types of bridges employed. For 
example, the top of the rail on the bridge 
array sits at 142 mm. The trestles cross a 
ramp, connecting layout levels 1 & 2, where 
the top of the rail beneath the bridge array 
reaches a maximum elevation of 62 mm. 
That leaves only 80 mm clear.  

  
Two of the through-girder bridges had to be 
staggered in the seven-track array because of a 
610 mm radius curve in the track ramp below. 
This required a little kit-bashing, but it was 
quite straightforward. 
 
The tallest cars operating on this layout are 
Accurail triple-deck auto racks, which 
stand just shy of 67 mm, so it was obvious 
that space-saving through-girder bridges 
would be employed. Enter multiple 
Walthers  43 foot through-girder kits which 
have been used to create a seven-track 

bridge as a single structure, where two of 
the bridge sections are staggered due to a 
curve in the ramp below. This required 
some inventive kit-bashing which was 
straightforward and easy to accomplish. 

Arbitrarily, it was decided that the second 
section of the trestles would be 30-foot 
MicroEngineering elevated railroad deck 
girders with ‘steel’ latticework skirts’ and 
each of those would be followed by ME 85-
foot deck girders.  

 
Thus, this array of five trestles spans 158 
scale feet, which provides enough track 
length to allow around ten extra cars in the 
passenger car terminal. Nice! 

Of course, the 30-foot -sections of elevated 
railroad bridging are a nonsense because 
there is no need to split the overall span of 
115 feet from the ends of the through-
girders; that was done purely for the sake 
of accepting the challenge of building a 
trestle from three completely different 
styles of bridging. Had there been a river 
beneath the trestles, for example, it could 
have made sense, but terra firma is clearly 
depicted beneath them. 

The two bridges chosen to provide a yard 
extension for the locomotive terminal are 
ExactRail  72-foot and 30-foot deck girders, 
which will be combined to make single 
bridges of 102 scale feet. 
 
The profiles of the two different length box 
girders are identical so it makes sense to 
meld them. At least that story would work 
in the real world. 
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These bridges feature walkways and 
handrails on each side, which are desirable 
but unable to fit into the available space. So, 
to fit the two bridges together side-by-side, 
part of one walkway on each bridge must 
be modified. This requires semi 
deconstructing the factory-built 72-foot 
bridges so that the walkways can be 
trimmed and melded to create one central 
walkway between the two bridges plus two 
outer walkways. 

 

You may be wondering why factory-builds 
were purchased instead of kits and the 
answer is that the 72-footers with these 
types of walkways and handrails are not 
available as kits. The process of removing 
the ties and walkways from the box girders 
was surprisingly easy: just a little gentle 
pressure here and there to break the glue 
bonds and the whole bridge-ties and 
walkways section came away relatively 
cleanly. 

Upon completion of the design stage, it 
became apparent that a novel approach 
would be required to provide support for 
all these manifestations of plastic 
masquerading as steel. Initially, a range of 
MicroEngineering, Walther and CVMW 
bridge support kits and accessories were 
purchased with a view to kit bashing them 
into something that would do the job. 
While it was true that kit bashing would 
produce authentic structures, the time it 
would take to build them – not to mention 
the complexity of their bespoke 
manufacture – was looking like, to use a 
puny idiom, a bridge too far.  

Mallory’s invaluable, Bridge & Trestle 
Handbook, had instilled in me the desire to 
be as authentic as possible, not 
withstanding the constraints of the PD 
Layout’s initial purpose. Aha! Lightbulb 
moment. There’s got to be an easier way, he 
thought. And there was…    

Wow! That’s quite a long introduction to an 
article purporting to be about MDF when 
MDF hasn’t even been mentioned yet. So, 
let’s mention it: The answer was MDF.  
 
When construction began on the PD 
Layout, the first material purchased in 
quite some volume was various profiles of 
MDF, which is medium density fiberboard. 
I like to think of it as pine sawdust mixed 
with glue, baked and compressed into a 
surprisingly heavy, stable and versatile 
building product. And when purchased in 
full 2.4 mm x 1.2 mm sheets, it can be a cost-
effective solution to a wide variety of 
challenges. 

One of the oft-quoted criticisms of MDF is 
that it ‘blows up’ when exposed to 
moisture. In my experience, this is both 
correct and incorrect. It’s true that poor 
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quality MDF can rapidly and 
catastrophically deform when exposed to 
moisture. It’s also true that high quality 
MDF does not; but it does need to be sealed. 
Case in point: I built an exterior pergola the 
rafters of which are constructed of 
relatively short sections of solid pine 
offcuts joined to make long non-load-
bearing rafters. The joints are reinforced by 
sandwiching them between ‘plates’ of 
MDF. They’ve been up for over a decade, 
exposed to the wind*, sun and driving rain 
with not even a hint of a problem. They’re 
sealed with regular acrylic wood-seal and 
top-coated with two coats of acrylic, just 
like normal timber. So, let’s not being 
dissing MDF across the board (excuse 
another pun). I buy mine from a local 
manufacturer and it is top notch export 
quality material, which I seal with standard 
wood primer before proceeding beyond 
initial fixing.  

[*Wellington New Zealand is the windiest 
major city on planet Earth. You guys reckon 
Boston and Chicago are windy. Pfffft! "#$% 
Mere breezes in comparison to regular 140+ 
km/hr gales down here! And when it rains, 
it often hits you closer to horizontal than 
vertical. I kid you not.] 

A caution with MDF is that while all wood 
sawdust is hazardous, MDF contains 
formaldehyde, which is a suspected 
carcinogen, so you must wear a suitable 
mask when cutting and sanding. You 
would also be well advised to keep any 
clothing covered in superfine MDF 
sawdust out of the living areas of your 
home by changing clothes before leaving 
your workshop. A pair of workshop-only 
overalls – and a hat to keep the dust out of 
your hair – are simple solutions. 

Now, back to the layout in a warm, dry and 
calm garage…   

So, when the bridge support issue began to 
get curly, it seemed fair to give some 3 mm 
MDF a shot at providing a relatively 
straight-forward solution. Working with 
‘three mil” is in some ways similar to using 
ABS or styrene sheet. It cuts, sands and 
shapes easily and quickly. Cutting it is easy 
using a box-cutter and a steel ruler; just a 
few firm passes with the knife does the 
trick, then a quick hand-sand with 180 grit 
to tidy up the edges and job done. Another 
tip: you can get clean cuts on curved pieces 
of “three-mil’ by using tinsnips/metal 
shears. That’s what was used to cut out the 
rounded ends of three-mil for the layout’s 
station platform. The burrs were sanded off 
on a bench-mounted belt sander and 
presto! Good to go.   
 
During the initial design stage, a Walthers 
double-track ‘cut-stone’ pier was 
purchased from Model Train Stuff. It’s a 
stand-alone structure in cast plaster, which 
was almost the correct height but certainly 
not broad enough to carry five trestles. 
Used as inspiration, its profile was 
mimicked in 1:1 drawings.  

 
1:1 drawings were created to inform the cutting 
of 6 mm MDF structural profiles and 3 mm 
MDF facing surfaces. Where bridge profiles 
differed on trestles, steps and top plates had to 
included.
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The top-of-rail elevation, thickness of tracks 
and ties, bridge girder or beam profiles and the 
height of bridge shoes all had to be factored 
into the calculation of pier and abutment 
heights. Facing surfaces were also carefully 
sized to fit sloping profiles. 
 
Foundation core-profiles were cut from 18 
mm MDF. Then facings were cut from 3 
mm MDF, and all components glued 
together using Woodland Scenics Foam 
Tack Glue, which sets up and cures far 
more rapidly than PVA. At this point the 
structure was sealed with a standard 
acrylic wood primer. Then, to turn what 
was obviously a wooden product into 
‘concrete’, all joints on the structures were 
plastered with slightly diluted wood-filler 
and sanded to create a joint-free finish. A 
base coat of light grey acrylic was applied 
and then a series of six different lacquer 
washes used to age, streak, weather and 
generally grime-up the finished products. 
When the bridges are all dirtied up with 
appropriate rust streaks, the same will be 
added in strategic locations to their 
abutments and piers. 

 
The 18 mm MDF core profiles were cut out on a 
table saw. In the background you can see a 
bridge abutment which has been engraved to 
simulate a cut-stone wall. Others have been 
penciled awaiting their turn at the engraver’s 
bench. 

.

 
Three core-profiles of 18 mm MDF are shrouded 
in precise cuts of 3 mm MDF with Woodland 
Scenics Foam Tack Glue as the rapid bonding 
agent. 
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All the individually cut MDF components have 
been clamped together to ensure a nice tight 
finish. 3 mm MDF can be easily cut with a few 
passes of a fresh box-cutter blade guided by a 
steel ruler. 

 
The ends of the MDF piers were troweled with 
slightly diluted wood-filler, then sanded 
smooth and painted light grey to simulate a 
solid concrete structure. 

The use of MDF on this layout has been 
almost universal. Not only is the main 
baseboard and all elevated sub-bases made 
from various thicknesses, but all the curved 
track ramps are also cut from the more 
flexible thinner profile MDF. In the scene 
featured in this article, a rounded-end 
station platform was made from laminated 
3-mm on 6-mm; the three-mil being 5 mm 
wider than the six-mil along each edge so 
that it butts up to the ends of the track ties. 
 

  
The station platform has a 6 mm MDF 
foundation with a 3 mm MDF overlapping cap. 
This will be topped with Evergreen™ sheet 
tiling, which will bring the elevation to 9.5 mm, 
precisely matching the top of the rails on tracks 
1 and 2. 

As mentioned earlier, the three-mil was cut 
with a combination of box cutter and tin 
snips/metal shears while the 6-mm was jig-
sawn. The top of the rail in this scene sits at 
an elevation of 9.5 mm so, when 
Evergreen™ sheet paving stones are laid 
onto the laminated MDF substrate, the 
platform height will be perfect. 

Bridge abutments were created by 
employing a range of MDF ‘walls’ with the 
base for the upper terrain provided by 
topping the array of walls with small 
triangular sections of “three mil”, which is 
surprisingly rigid.  
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MDF can easily be fashioned into quite 
complex matrices. All you need is a bench-
mounted belt sander, and you can shape the 
stuff at will. This matrix was made possible by 
using a belt-sander, orbital sander, multi-tool 
cutter, table saw, and jig saw, and last but 
least a finishing sander with 180-grit on it. 
 
Tunnel portals were scroll-sawn from 18 
mm MDF with cut-stone textures engraved 
into all visible faces using the tiniest 
Dremel™ engraving tip. 
 

 
The Scram software tool that Phil used. 

This rudimentary weathering of an engraved 
MDF tunnel portal highlights the versatility of 
MDF. The portal was scroll sawn from a small 
square of 18 mm MDF. The size and exact 
position of the portal was calculated to allow 
clearance for Accurail™ triple-deck auto racks; 
the tallest and longest cars running on this 
layout. 
 
Another feature of MDF which suits our 
hobby is that it can be readily shaped by 
orbital or belt sanding, which allows you to 
make convincing roading with an accurate 
surface curvature; or camber, as roading 
professionals refer to it. For example, at the 
end of the station platform, a grade 
crossing has been created using three-mil 
and six-mil MDF. On one side, a piece of 
six-mil was scroll-sawn into a two-lane 
twin-roadway and then machine-sanded 
first with 80 grit and then 120 grit to create 
the appropriate three-dimensional left and 
right cambers, and ramps. Then a piece of 
three-mil was also sanded to represent a 
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secondary ramp, which was glued onto the 
original to match the tops of the rails at 9.5-
mm. 

A piece of 6 mm MDF has been scroll-sawn and 
sanded to create a preliminary ramp for a grade 
crossing. Creating roading cambers on scroll-
sawn sections of MDF is a cinch with an 
orbital or bench-mounted belt sander. 
 
On the other side of the grade crossing, 
another method was employed: six-mil was 
scroll-sawn into an appropriate shape for 
an approaching dual-carriage roadway, a 
shorter section of three-mill then glued to 
the original and a generous amount of 
slightly thinned wood-filler was troweled 
onto the MDF substrate to create a ramp.  
 
About 10 to 15 mm of space was left 
between the ends of the ramps and the rails, 
which was filled with a combination of 
firstly a narrow levelling shim of 0.5-mm 
card topped with 1.7 mm stock, the upper 
level of which had been lightly scored, 
using a box-cutter & steel rule, to 
approximate the appearance of wooden 
planks. These were then painted with a 
dark brown wash and weathered. Shaping 
these inserts was a little tricky because the 
grade crossing is on an easement curve. 
This was achieved by making paper 
templates and transferring their shapes 
onto the plain card. Rerailers were included 
in the plank sections between the tracks, so 
they were deliberately cut long, and their 
ends shaped < > appropriately. 

 
The central ‘concrete’ section is 6 mm and 3 mm 
MDF laminated. The left-hand ramp is slightly 
diluted wood-filler troweled over a foundation 
of stepped sections of 1 mm and 3 mm MDF and 
painted light grey. The ‘wooden planks’ are 
plain cardboard lightly scored with a box-
cutter and washed with diluted dark brown 
lacquer. 

The scene includes some Chooch cut-stone 
stick-on retaining walls, which look great 
but custom-made cut-stone bridge 
abutments and tunnel portals have been 
just as easily added by using the tiniest 
Dremel tip to engrave the surfaces of MDF. 
If you want a more 3D look, it’s a simple 
case of casually plastering the walls with 
slightly diluted wood-filler and engraving 
the rough surface. This is then lightly hand-
sanded with 180- or 220-grit to remove the 
burrs from the engraved channels. 

Another trick was to use left-over pieces of 
Chooch cut-stone walls to create stick-on 
tunnel portal surfaces. In this case, a portal 
is scroll-sawn from 18 mm MDF and 
individually cut stones from the Chooch 
offcuts were glued appropriately around 
the arch. Then short strips of Chooch 
offcuts were glued over the remainder of 
the portal face. This wasn’t as time 
consuming as you might think. Chooch 
walls are easy to cut with scissors or a 
hobby knife so it’s simple to do. Again, I 
found the best adhesive for this is 
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Woodland Scenics Foam Tack Glue, 
because it sets up and cures rapidly.  

 
An unfinished twin-portal bears testimony to 
the versatility of MDF when used in extremely 
tight environments. 
 
These portals appear on the layout at the 
divergence point of a turnout, which 
explains why they’re so close together. 
They are two single portals joined at their 
slightly angled edges. This was achieved by 
machine sanding the edges until they fitted 
the required profile. As you can see, the 
center and right profiles are extremely 
narrow, but MDF is a surprisingly strong 
material. The faces of the portals have had 
Chooch medium cut-stone wall offcuts 
individually cut and stuck. The tops of the 
portals have had a layer of slightly diluted 
wood-filler troweled onto them. Both that 
and the internal archway surfaces will be 
engraved to create cut-stone effect.  

 
One of the tunnel portals on Phil’s layout. 
Three methods of creating cut-stone texture 
on MDF substrate are shown in this tunnel 

portal: 1. The front face has individual 
Chooch™ medium cut-stone wall blocks 
glued onto it; firstly, the archway blocks are 
placed and then strips – or individual 
blocks – are cut out and glued onto the 
MDF surface. 2. The interior of the arch has 
been engraved using the tiniest Dremel tip, 
taking care to match the cuts with the front-
facing archway block joints. 3. The right-
hand outer edge of the portal has been 
troweled with a slightly dilute wood-filler 
and the resultant rough surface engraved 
with the Dremel.  Note: Before any portals 
were jig-sawn, a clearance gauge was 
created by examining the occupied space of 
an Accurail triple deck auto-rack, which is 
the tallest car on the layout and one of the 
longest. 

 
The top of the portal has been plastered and 
engraved. 

 
The foundation test fit. 
Test Fit: Bridge abutments of varying 
heights and a jig-sawn tunnel portal, 
supported by offcuts of domestic pine 
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skirting board, are test fit. Rolling stock 
clearance tests are conducted and final 
positions are marked in readiness for 
gluing. The face of the tunnel is penciled as 
a guide for engraving with the tiniest 
Dremel tip. 

The wall webbing that Phil used is shown here. 
 
Bricks and pavers ensure that 3 mm MDF 
triangular tops fix tightly to foundations of 
12 mm and 18 mm MDF walls; one of which 
has had cardboard webbing and triangular 
offcuts of MDF fixed to it as a foundation 
for plaster of Paris. The track ramp is 6 mm 
MDF, and the curved retaining wall is a 
very long length of 3 mm MDF, which is 
eminently flexible and extremely easy to 
work with. 

Phil used tape over the track to protect it. 
Wide sticky tape has been laid over the 
track to protect it from a generous 
troweling of plaster of Paris. You must 
work fast with plaster because it dries 
quickly. The cardboard web foundation 
had thin cotton fabric glued over it before 

plastering, and the dried plaster was 
randomly scored and slashed with a box 
cutter to simulate a granite surface. Some of 
the chips of plaster were retained to 
simulate rock fall at the wall’s base.

 
The granite wall and portal can be seen here.  

It’s fascinating how the MDF disappears as 
faux frontages transform it into, in the case, 
a tunnel portal opening onto a granite rock 
face beside a 2.5% gradient ramp. 

This view provides an array in-line perspective:  

This test fit of components shows how the 
bridge array has a practical purpose: to 
extend the passenger car terminal tracks. 
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The diagonal line is the edge of the 
removable passenger car terminal 
baseboard. The white space between it and 
the end of the bridges is where short 
sections of regular code 83 track need to be 
permanently fixed. MicroEngineering 
double-tie bridge flex-track will sit atop the 
bridges. The two missing bridges on the 
right will be the extension to the locomotive 
terminal, the left one being for coal cars 
servicing the tower and the right being the 
end of the wye where steam locomotives 
are routed toward the three coaling tracks.

 
There’s a LOT to see and explain in this shot.  

The photo above provides a lot of 
interesting things. On the left we have 
MicroEngineering 85-footers, then ME 30-
foot city viaducts with lattice skirts and 
then a monster array of seven Walthers 43-
foot through-girders, two of which are 
staggered because of the curved track 
beneath them. The bridge footings, shoes 
and structural bracing are yet to be 
completed so just imagine that there are 
more girders and filigree to come. The piers 
and abutments are all MDF, as are the 
grade crossing road sections., The planks 
on the grade crossing are lightly scored 
cardboard and, at bottom right you can just 
see the rounded MDF end of a station 
platform. The ballast and gravel have an 
interesting origin: I drove down to Makara 

Beach, on Wellington’s wild west coast and 
brought home a ten-liter bucket of sand. 
This was sifted through three different 
sized sieves, which yielded the following: 4 
liters of pebbles for our household pot 
plants, 3 liters of HO-scale ballast, 2 liters of 
N-scale ballast and 1 liter of HO-scale 
gravel. The N scale ballast was used on the 
ramp track, as a gentle nod to forced 
perspective, the HO-scale ballast can be 
seen under the curved tracks and the HO-
scale gravel can be seen scattered in front of 
the crew quarters and beanery. 

Shown here are the components of the seven 
bridges that Phil added to his layout. 

I wonder if the Walthers™ peeps ever 
thought they’d see a seven-bridge array 
constructed from their 43’ through-girder 
bridge kit.  

  
Two of the MDF clearance gauges have been 
used throughout the layout.  
Two sections had to be staggered because 
the track ramp beneath them is curved on a 
610 mm radius. This structure needs careful 
handling because it tends to want to flex 
rather disturbingly. 
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On the photo (previous page), you can see 
the general clearance gauge of 67 mm 
elevation above the top of the rails, and 70 
mm swing and overhang clearance. The 67 
mm refers to the height of an Accurail 
triple-deck auto-rack, which is the tallest 
car on the layout, and the 70 mm was 
informed by the overhang and end-swing 
of an Athearn Genesis 90’ TOFC flat car, 
which is the longest. The minimum radius 
on the layout is 610 mm (24 inches). 
 
The tunnel clearance gauge is a standard 
template used for jig-sawing all tunnel 
portals on the layout. 

 
To the casual reader, this assembly doesn’t 
make much sense, but it is some of the almost 
finished components of the many bridges added 
to Phil’s layout. 

You may be wondering what’s up with the 
diagonal line and the triangles. Allow me to 
explain: The layout features three levels of 
MDF baseboards and each section is 
removable. The second level of the layout 
has three removable sections, which makes 
working on those scenes so much more 
convenient by virtue of ready and safe 
access to all points on a given baseboard. 
The diagonal line you see here is the edge 
of the removable passenger car terminal. 

The white triangles are MDF bases for short 
sections of terrain, which link the edge of 
the removable baseboard to the bridge 
array. This is where very short sections of 
regular code 83 track will be laid on strips 
of 2 mm household flooring sound 
insulation. The bridges will have ME 
double-tie bridge flex track on them. 

Obviously, the scene is far from complete. 
There are several structures yet to be built 
and certainly a lot of activity planned 
around the accompanying station platform 
with many figures and vehicles attending 
both a freight shed and passenger depot. 
The B&A SS65 Tower kit is sitting in a box 
crying, “Build me!” So is the NYC Big Four 
freight house. Or will I use the Alexander 
Wood NYC Freight Station instead? 
Haven’t decided; we’ll build them all and 
see which ones best fit this scene.  
 
Much to be done but, for now, I thought it 
would be interesting to create a record of 
“what lies beneath” the faux exteriors on 
this layout, and it is… MDF.  

And what am I going to do with all those 
bridge kits and accessories that I bought to 
kit bash, which are not likely to be bashed 
anytime soon? Well, since COVID has 
hiked international transportation costs 
into the stratosphere, any model 
railroaders down under are well starved of 
supply so I’m actually – accidentally – 
sitting on a veritable goldmine of bridge 
kits, which are nowadays in high demand 
down here. Ka-ching. I’m grinning. So that 
would be a win and, as my bridging 
customers are now saying with glee, “I’ll 
take it”. 

 



What Lies Beneath 	
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Construction of Michigan Central 640' steel 
arch bridge and removal of the cantilever bridge 
over the Niagara between Ontario and New 
York. NYCSHS Collection. 
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Chuck Beargie Updates a Trix NYC Standard Caboose 

 
 

Seth Lakin Concludes NYC NW2 Switchers 

 
 

Tom Long Models East Brookfield Depot in  N-Scale 
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Steve Lasher Promises A “Notes From My Scrapbook” Feature 

 
 

Joe Rothwell Returns with Another Chapter of his O-Scale Live Steam Hudson  
 

 
 

All in the October 2022 edition of the NYCentral Modeler 
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We are continuing to take 2022 memberships 
Don’t miss out on all the fun and knowledge available with memberships in 

the NYCSHS. 
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees. 

You find them all. 
Click here to join or renew for another year!!  http://www.nycshs.net 

 

 
These number plates are still available in the Collinwood Shop 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCS-Steam-Locomotive-Number-
Plates_c_158.html 
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Some scans from the NYCS Central Headlight Flash Drive

 
This is a far cry from the scene on the following page . The times have changed from 1923 to 1964, but 
the technology is still pretty primative for today.  
 

 
The VWs are on a billboard behind the passing Cigar Band auto rack loaded with new 1964 

Pontiacs.  
Buy one of the NYCS Central Headlight Magazines 1940 – 1968 flash 
drives and enjoy 100s of these types of photos, ads, and stories. 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-
_c_180.html 
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Some items from the New York Central Lines Magazine Flash Drive

 
The switchboard in Grand Central Terminal Information Bureau. Courtesy and helpfulness were the 
watchwords of this Bureau. Can you imagine this kind of operation and this kind of service today? 
This NYC Lines Magazine ad is  from 1923 –This magazine was published by the NYC from 1921 – 
1932. 
 
The ads for products and photos found in the NYCLs Magazine make this NYCSHS Flash Drive very 
interesting reading.  It is wonderful to be able to learn about the NYC in the days when our parents 
and/or grandparents may have ridden or watched the NYC as youngsters.  
 
New York Central Lines Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC employees. 
The covers provide a glimpse of life at that time.  This ad brings back some interesting memories for 
those who saw these products in the homes of our parents and grandparents as we were growing up. 
For many of our younger members these are only things that disappeared before they were born. The 
NYCSHS has published a DVD containing all of the issues of the magazine.  It was published from 
1919 to 1932 with only a gap of one year during the coal strike from April 1921 to April 1922.  Look 
for it in the Collinwood Shop https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-
and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html 
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters 

     
These ads illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. These advertise the 
new Budd streamlined passenger cars that the NYCS hoped would please people to continue to travel 
by train rather than by auto. 

 

   
In 1935 the NYC was going after freight traffic in the New York City area. These ads appeared 
throughout the New York State area’s newspapers in the years before WWII. 
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NYCentral Modeler Final Thoughts 
This year continues to be an interesting year for the NYCSHS. We just concluded the first 
NYCSHS convention since 2019.  There were some concerns by the board as we decided to 
proceed with the convention back in 2021, but as we got closer to the date, more and more 
registrations poured in. In the end we had just over 130 members sign up and come. And it 
was a fun one. 
 
Our book, Hojack, was a success that added a good income to the Society as all our books over 
the last 12 years have done.  A special thanks to John Taibi for the donation of the book to the 
Society for publication. NYCS books are a large part of our sales each year in the Collinwood 
Shop and help offset the cost of providing our members the services they enjoy. 
 
Of course, the biggest seller in the Shop is our NYCS models and we continue to search for 
new ones to produce for you.  The latest exclusive offering, the NYC Rebuilt Former LS&MS 
caboose from AMB, has sold out all the first shipment. But they are still available for you to 
order. This caboose was proposed by Modelers Committee chair, Seth Lakin, and he provided 
the technical expertise to AMB ensuring that the model was done correctly. 
 
We continue to watch for new NYCS models to add to the Collinwood Shop for you and have 
a couple more projects we are trying to work with model manufacturers.  Stay tuned. 
 
Check out the Collinwood Shop and the NYCSHS website to keep up with all the new 
activities that the Society is providing in 2022. How about sending us an article on your 
modeling, so we can enjoy what you do to model the NYCS! 

If you don’t feel that you can write an article, just send us the photos with some captions 
telling us what the photos are about. Share your skills, your models, and your layouts with 
us.  We want to see what you are doing to preserve the legacy of the NYCS in miniature.  We 
especially would like to see more O-, N-, S-, Large-Scale and O-gauge articles. Of course, we 
love the HO-scale ones as well. If we don’t continue to get the articles the magazine will go 
the way that many other modeling magazines published by railroad historical societies. If you 
don’t write the articles there won’t be a NYCSHS modeling magazine. 

We continue to get articles from some of our past authors and some new ones and I know that 
they would really like to hear some feedback on what they do.  Please take a minute to send 
us an email telling us what you think about the magazine and the articles.  Send it to 
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org 

Thanks, Noel                                                           
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AMB Kit #891 HO-Scale NYC Standard Short Wood Caboose  

 

Like its more famous and similar appearing cousin, the 19000 series wood caboose, the New 
York Central’s standard short wood caboose also displays that distinctive low cupola so 
associated with this iconic railroad but was four-feet shorter in length and equipped with only 
two side widows. Referred to as a “standard” for the NYC and sprinkled throughout the 18000 
series, these cars were a compilation of inherited Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Cabooses. 
Originally constructed during the turn of the 20th century, the 26-foot-long wooden cars were 
rebuilt following the LS&MS and New York Central & Hudson River Railroad merger of 1914. 

The former LS&MS cabooses entered the 18000-18649 series after NYC’s system-wide 
renumbering in 1936 and eventually received further upgrades, such as safety appliances and 
AB style brake gear. The exact number of cars that survived to this point is not known, but 
several the prototypes that have been documented in the company archives were still on the 
roster into the 1960s. With the arrival of NYC’s new all-steel transfer cabooses and their 
assignment to the 18000 series, any standard short wood cabooses not previously retired 
would have been renumbered into the 17000 series. 

Featuring 100% laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed side and end walls, Tab & 
Slot and Peel & Stick construction, laser-cut underframe, end platforms, end railing, and brake 
wheels, cast resin platform steps and AB style brake gear, white metal smokejack, injection 
molded turnbuckles, custom decals by Tichy Train Group, fully illustrated instructions that 
provide information on painting and decaling the assembled model, and several fixtures to 
aid the modeler in creating all the handholds, ladders and truss rods appropriate for the 
prototype. In addition, the HO scale kit provides for optional details too such as square or 
rounded body corner posts, side windows that can be modeled open or closed, two different 
styles of end ladders and roofwalks, cupola end window variation, and a complete set of 
screen doors and windows. Trucks and couplers are not included. 
 
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-
Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html 
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Rapido HO-Scale NYC Sleeper Coach

 
In the mid 1950s, with passengers quickly switching to airline traveler the private automobile, 
the Budd company devised the Slumbercoach as an economical way to attract overnight 
passengers back to the rails. With a capacity of 40 passengers in a 24 single room plus 8 double 
room plans, the Slumbercoaches offered a lower cost alternative positioned between coach 
seating and a first-class bedroom on overnight runs. A single aisle in the center of the car was 
flanked by the single and double rooms on each side. 
 
With 18 new cars built between 1956 and 1959, these cars with their distinctive staggered 
windows could be seen on the New York Central. They ordered four of these. 
 
The entire fleet would end up with Amtrak in the 70s and 80s with all cars converted to head 
end power. Most lasted into the mid to late 90s when they were finally retired and replaced 
with more modern equipment such as the Superliner II and Viewliners. Most of the fleet still 
exists today in various states including in museum collections and in private ownership. 
 
Features: 
• Designed from original blueprints 
• Full Rapido level of underbody detail 
   including separate pipes and conduits 
• Full multi-color interior detail including 
   roomette doors 
• Constant track-powered interior lighting 
  (DC and DCC) 
• Accurate GSC 41-NDO-11 trucks with 
  disc brake detail 
• Etched-metal end gates and sprung 
  diaphragms 
• Rapido’s renowned stainless-steel finish 
• Separately applied name boards 
   
Comes in four road numbers.  You must select road numbers. 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Rapido-HO-Scale_c_119.html 
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Railway Prototype Cyclopedia #35 - 1937 AAR Boxcar 

 
Volume 35 is a special super-sized edition comprising 385 pages, which contain much useful prototype 

information in one extensive, comprehensive article on the following subjects: 
Genesis of The A.A.R. Standard 40’ Box Car: a part of the continuing series covering 20th Century American box, 
automobile, and refrigerator car designs, the 385-page article by Pat Wider centers on the Association of 
American Railroads’ Standard Box Car of 1937. The A.A.R. design of 1937 was a further development of the 
American Railway Association’s Standard Box Car of 1932. Improvements included increased inside dimensions, 
better riding trucks, standardization of vendor-supplied car body components, improved friction draft gear and 
automatic air brake systems, longer-lasting wheels, stronger designs and floors, and safer and easier to operate 
power hand brakes. Brief histories of the standardization and impact of these various sub-systems on the railroad 
industry through World War II are included as well as descriptions of several post-war developments. This 
volume provides the ideal prelude to the 6-inch taller A.A.R. alternate standard boxcars built during and after 
the war. 

This comprehensive article includes 5 tables, 15 historical railroad industry sidebars, 33 industry trade ads, 47 
U.S. patents, 72 diagrams, and 428 B&W photographs of 10-foot inside height (or slightly less) A.A.R. Standard 
Box Cars of 1937 built from May 1936, until December 1948. 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html 
 

Dining a La Pullman – The History of Pullman Dining Service – 1866 - 
1968 

 
Following up on his successful sleeping “hotel” cars of the 1860s, George Pullman invented the first railroad dining 
car, starting a century-long tradition of the Pullman Company providing its passengers with restaurant-quality meals 
on rails. This is the first telling of the story of Pullman’s dining service, with colorful menus, tasteful china and silver, 
popular recipes, and extensive interviews with retired Pullman chefs and waiters who served opera singers, actors, 
businessmen, and even the President of the United States. Authors Mulligan, Tilp, and Zimmermann explore the 
history, equipment, food, and people that made this unique era of travel possible. Tilp also covers the story of his 
company’s 1968 purchase of the Pullman restaurant-sleeper Lotos Club and the subsequent restoration and operation 
of what remains the most authentically restored Pullman car in the United States. Recipes for numerous classic Pullman 
meals and a selection of complete, historic Pullman menus round out this definitive volume on Pullman’s culinary 
legacy. 
 
Order online at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html 
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits 

(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)         (Lot 732 Pacemaker) 
 

 
 
The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944. The 
50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard 19000 
series caboose, they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of the body. 
In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment and were 
painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service. 
 
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less trucks 
but Westerfields Models has the correct trucks.   Offered here in the store at: 
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html. The kits 
come with the decals for the appropriate caboose. 
 
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for 

members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 
 

 
Railfanning the Northeast 1934 – 1954 Vol. 4 NYC, NH and LIRR 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html  

New Book From 
Morning Sun Books. 
Lots of NYC Action!! 
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Steam Locomotives of the NYC 

 
Steam Locomotives of the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 and 2 by William D. Edson and H. L. Vail, Jr., assisted 
by Edward L. May. The ultimate authority on all steam and electric locomotives from the DeWitt Clinton of 1831 to P&LE 
9406 of 1948. These books represent a lifetime of research for each of the compilers and are a fitting memorial not only to 
the legacy of the New York Central Lines but also to their untiring efforts to preserve that legacy for us all. These books are 
full of individual listings for every steam or electric locomotive, including year and month of construction, builder’s 
construction number, all known re-classifications and re-numberings, and retirement date, and in many cases ultimate 
disposition. 
 
The hardcopy versions of these two books have been out of print for many years.  All of our copies of these books have been 
sold and they will not be reprinted in the hardcopy version because of the cost of doing so.  This softcopy version has been 
made available to allow those who never were able to purchase the hardcopy version to have this valuable NYCS resource.  If 
you have any interest in NYC steam locomotives this is the resource for you. 

MSRP and NYCSHS Members Price $59.95  
Because of the unique information in these two volumes and 
the fact that it was produced by the NYCSHS; the price is the 

same for members and non-members. 
 

Free shipping.   Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax. 
 

http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html  
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Bethlehem Car Works Passenger Car Kits 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
   

 
Lots of NYCS passenger cars. 

Go to: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-Bethlehem-Car-Works-
Inc_c_108.html 

 
 

The latest: NYC 
Baggage/Horse Car 
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NYC Lines Magazine 1919 – 1932 DVD & Flash Drive 

 
The NYC Lines Magazine was published by the railroad starting in February 1919 and continued until 
the final edition in October 1932.  It was published monthly and distributed to the 100,000 officers and 
employees of the New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the railroad 
workers, their families and the home communities.  It contained articles about the railroad, the 
employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad.  You will also find hundreds of 
ads that will give you understanding of the products shipped by and supplied to the NYC in that 
timeframe. It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad during 
those years that it was published. 

This DVD or Flash Drive contains all of the editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set 
that was reproduced from scanned images of each page of every edition.   It is also searchable so that 
research is very easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the 
NYCSHS archive volunteers. 

Don't miss out on this history of the NYC Lines as written by the company for the NYC employees. 

The MSPR is $79.00 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $63.20 and that is 20% off MSRP. 

Shipping is free for US customers, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping. 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-
_c_180.html  
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NYCS Central Headlight – 1940- 1968 (Historic Employee Magazine) 

 
The New York Central Railroad published an employee magazine starting in 1919 until 
1932 when they stopped publishing for financial reasons brought on by the 1929 stock 
market crash. That magazine was called the New York Central Lines Magazine. 

They began a second magazine called the New York Central System Central Headlight 
in 1940 and continued to provide it until 1968 at the end of the NYCS as an independent 
railroad. 

It was published monthly by and distributed to the 100,000 officers and employees of the 
New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the railroad 
workers, their families and the home communities.  It contained articles about the railroad, 
the employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad. 

It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad 
during those years that it was published. It is an excellent companion publication to our 
previously published NYCL Magazine 1919 – 1932 also available in digital form from 
the NYCSHS. 

Available on a flash drive in the Collinwood Shop: 
 https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-
_c_180.html 
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NYCentral Modeler 2011 – 2018 DVD 

  
The NYCentral Modeler was introduced in 2011 as a free to all, online digital publication 
dedicated to the modeling of the NYCS.  It is published quarterly and represents some very 
fine modeling of the NYCS by both NYCSHS members and non-members. Over the years the 
quality of the magazine and the articles in it have greatly improved. 

This DVD provides all of the editions published up through 2018 and will be the first in many 
of the NYCentral Modeler DVDs that will be offered in the future. It contains all of the editions 
of the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was reproduced from scanned images 
of each page of every edition.   It is also searchable so that research is very easy. This product 
is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCentral Modeler staff.  
These past editions are no long available for download from our website. 

Don't miss out on this complete set of NYCentral Modelers produced through 2018.  It contains 
many wonderful articles about modeling the NYCS and features articles written by both 
NYCSHS members and non-members who model the NYCS. 

The MSPR is $36.95 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $29.56 and that is 20% off MSRP. 

Shipping is free for US customers, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping. 

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-
_c_180.html   
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Pittsburgh & Lake Erie In Allegheny County - Vol. 1 
Pittsburgh to Esplen 

 
This 322-page book opens with the story of the pivotal meeting that formed the P&LE when the 
founders and industrialists went to war with each other. The result was a railroad independent of the 
Pennsy and answerable only to the needs of Pittsburgh. It is no wonder that the line acquired the 
nickname “The Little Giant.” 373 black & white photographs, maps, engravings, and other ephemera 
form the nexus of this story. Years of research into the history of the P&LE and the local industries and 
environs served to elicit a wonderful story about the line and its association with the region.  
 
Images of P&LE, motive power, rolling stock, facilities, the South Side complex, steel mills and other 
industries, the “company” villages that housed the mill workers and their families, and steamboats on 
the Monongahela and Ohio rivers bring the story to life. This title is printed at 175-line screen on 80# 
Sterling Premium gloss paper as a flat-backed, Smyth-sewn, oblong, laminated hardcover with an 
additional protective gloss film lamination. Factory shrink wrapped. And as usual, the book is proudly 
manufactured in the USA. 
Order online at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Depot-Square-
Publishing_c_104.html 
Download form and send check: 
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/pleinalleghenyorderform1.docx 
 
The Collinwood Shop has a very large collection of NYCS books 
available for purchase at the NYCSHS members’ discount of 20% 
off MSRP.  Shop for these wonderful books today at: 
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Books_c_20.html  
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NYCSHS Carries All Herron Rail Videos Complete Line of NYC 
Videos 

                     
Reflections of the NYC Vol. 2 & 1 - NYC Indiana Division 1956 Vol. 1 & 2 

 

                
Niagara’s Last Stand - Donald J Krofta’s Steam & Diesel on the NYC Big Four Vol. 1,2, & 3 

All these videos are priced the same. 

This is your chance to pick up one or all these wonderful NYC videos representing 
much of the history of our favorite railroad.  Many hours of enjoyment available at the 

members’ price of 20% off MSRP.   

The MSPR is $39.95 and the NYCSHS members’ price is $31.96 and that is 20% off 
MSRP. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

 
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Movie-DVDs_c_18.html 
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version) 

 
By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith 

Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-issued in 1995 
Now Available in a Digital Version 

MSRP $35.00.  NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP. 
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

To order: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html 
  

Books, Books, Books 

 

 

 

All NYCS Books can be found at:  
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Books_c_20.html 
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NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Year Offerings 
 

 
 

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Pin 

 
NYCSHS 50th Anniversary MTH HO-Scale Pacemaker  

50th Anniversary Boxcar 
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items 

http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html   
  
 

 

 
NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Early Bird NYC Jacket 

All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items 
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html 
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NYCSHS Member Tim Starr Books 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Order anyone of these three books in the Collinwood Shop  
 
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html 
 
Or download a form to order and pay to our Post Office Box. 
 
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/timstarrorderform.pdf 
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Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1 Super-Power Steam 
Locomotives (Re-release) 

Soft Cover 

 
This reproduces 4 Lima Locomotive Works catalogs: 
 
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 1926 - This catalog details the benefits of the Super-Power 
Steam Locomotive, a look at the tests performed on the engines, the operating results of the Boston 
& Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, the Texas & Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types and the new Illinois Central 2-
8-4 then under construction.  
 
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 1930- This catalog looks at the use and performance of the 
Super-Power engines built for the Boston & Albany (2-8-4 Berkshires), Texas & Pacific (2-10-4 
Texas Types), Illinois Central (2-8-4 Berkshires), Erie (2-8-4 Berkshires), Boston & Maine (2-8-4 
Berkshires) and the components used in Super-Power Steam Locomotives.  
 
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. 102. This is a brief look at some of the Super-Power Steam 
Locomotives built by Lima.  Includes photos and specifications of the locomotives.  
 
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. R-2. This bulletin shows a variety of Lima Locomotives from 
small switchers to larger 4-8-2s, 2-8-2 and 2-10-2s. 
 
To Order Online in Collinwood Shop: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-
Books_c_53.html  
 
To Download a Form and Send in a Check:  
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/limalwvol1.pdf 
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 65 

It Is Time to Register for This NYCS Event!! 

 
The First 2022 NYCSHS Mini - September 24, 2022 

Middleburg Heights, OH Crown Plaza Hotel 
and NYCSHS Headquarters 

Presenters 

8:30 am - 9:00 am       Opening Remarks and Welcome – Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President 
9:00 am – 10:00 am – “My NYCS Layout” – Russ Weis 
10:00 am – 11:00am – “NYCS Models” - Steve Lasher 
11:00 am – 12:00 pm – “Modeling NYCS Passenger Trains in N-scale” - Tom Long 
12:00 pm – 1:30 pm - Lunch 
1:30 pm – 2:30 pm – “NYC Stock Cars - 1921 - 1968” - Seth Lakin 
2:30 pm – 3:30 pm – “NYCS Slide Show in the Diesel Era” - Tom Gerbracht 
3:30 pm – 4:30 pm – “Estate Planning for Model Railroaders & Railroadiana Collectors” - 
Frank Bongiovanni 
4:30 pm – 6:00 pm – Visit the NYCSHS Headquarters & Collinwood Shop 

Presentations are subject to change. 

Meeting starts at 8:30 am EDT and 
presentations end at 4:30 pm 

Collinwood Shop opens at 4:30 pm at NYCSHS Headquarters 
Collinwood Shop Items & 

Surplus NYCSHS Archive Collection Items For Sale 

Collinwood Shop will be open at the NYCSHS Headquarters 
following the end of the presentations. 

 
Collinwood Shop Items & 

Surplus NYCSHS Archive Collection Items For Sale 
Books, Models & NYCS Material At Bargain Prices  

 
You will need a reservation to attend and there will be a $20.00 fee 

for attendance. Lunch will be on your own at nearby restaurants. 
 

Reservation can be made by downloading the form and mailing to  
Ralph Schiring 

16623 Oak Street 
Omaha, NE 68130-2051 

or in the Collinwood Shop at: NYCSHS.net 
 

Hotel Rooms Available at the Crowne Plaza Cleveland Airport 
September 23 & 24 at $109.00 per night 

This is the same rate as the one scheduled a year ago!!! Contact the hotel directly at 440-243 4040 and ask for 
the "New York Central System Historical Society" room block, and the code is NYS. 

Special NYCSHS hotel rate only good until September 8, 2022 
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Please	Print	
	
Name	of	Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member	#_________	
	
Name(s)	of	Additional	Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________	
	
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________	
	
City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal	Code_________	
	
Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________	
	
Emergency	Contact	Name	(Other	than	traveling	companions)	__________________________________	
	
Emergency	Contact	Phone	Number___________________________Relationship_______________________	
	
Number	of	Member	Attendees_____	@	$20.00	each.	Total	Amount	Paid	$______________________	
	
Non-Member	Attendees_____	@	$30.00	each.	Total	Amount	Paid	$_____________________________	
	
	

Please	send	registration	to:			 					Ralph	Schiring	
																																																																					NYCSHS	Mini	

		 																														 																												16623	Oak	Street	
																																																																																											Omaha,	NE	68130-2051																																																		

	 																													 																																											
	
	 	 Please	make	checks	payable	to	NYCSHS,	Inc.		

Registration	Fee:	
NYCSHS	Members	(Including	family	members)	cost	is	$20.00	each		
Non-NYCSHS	Members	cost	is	$30.00	each.	

	
Hotel	Rooms	have	been	made	available	at	the:		Crown	Plaza	Cleveland	Airport	
	 	 																																																							7230	Engle	Road	
	 	 																																																																																					Middleburg	Heights,	OH	44130		
	 	 																																																			440-243-4040	
https://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/us/en/middleburg-heights/clemh/hoteldetail	
	 	 	 	
Rooms	are	$109.00	per	night	plus	tax.		Reservations	must	be	made	by	9/8/2022	to	obtain	
this	rate.	Ask	for	the	"New	York	Central	System	Historical	Society"	room	block	and	the	code	
is	NYS.	
	

New York Central System Historical Society 
Mini Convention 

Middleburg Heights, OH – September 24, 2022 
 

Registration Form	
	



22002222  NNYYCCSSHHSS  CCoonnvveennttiioonn  ––  AAllbbaannyy,,  NNYY  
AAllll  pphhoottooss  bbyy  NNiicckk  AArriieemmmmaa  

   
Photo runby at Berkshire Scenic Railway                                      Budd RDC with NYCSHS logo 

   
       Convention Chair, Joe Burgess and his NYCS Full-Scale Caboose      One of the 20 presentations at the convention 

   
       A view of the Train Show at the convention                   Fre-Mo Modular layout with the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop       
                                                                                                                                        in the back left. 
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   West Shore Model Railroad Club, Kingston, NY            Charlie Crawford’s Adirondack Division Modular Layout 

   
       A NYCS fan shooting a photo of one of the layouts.         A basket full of model railroad rolling stock bargains for sale. 

   
Operation LifeSaver continues to remind of railroad safety.             A family of railroad fans searching for bargains. 

   
  A reminder that Covid-19 is still around.         The NYCS switcher is standing by to move the passenger car to the train. 
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If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help but 
be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.  You 
also should have been impressed with all the things we are doing to help 
you model the NYCS.  We have been publishing great articles from 
many of you in all scales.  We note that several other Historical 
Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of production from lack 
of member articles.  Don’t let that happen to us. 

We really do need your help to keep all the momentum going in the 
Society.  A lot of work is being done to improve our support to members.  
We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need some people to 
work with us on the Modeling Committee.  We could use more help in 
the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the website and the 
Collinwood Shop, and someone with some strong IT knowledge to help 
with the Headquarters’ IT upgrades. 

We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.  
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us.  They 
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you?  Why not 
join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is 
worthwhile.  Just do it!!!  nfwiddifield@nycshs.org 

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and updates. 
For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at 
nfwiddifield@nycshs.org 

As we continue in the summer modeling season, the NYCHS would 
very much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be 
released in the 4th Qtr. 2022 edition.  You should be doing a less with 
your layout or modeling during these coming summer months. But if 
you will be building things for your railroad or running your trains, this 
would be a good time to take some photos and do an article for us.  We 
really would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We 
offer a good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if 
you don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your 
modelling.  We need them for all our publications, but to make the next 
one, send them to us by August 15, 2022.  nfwiddifield@nycshs.org 

 

Contact me at NYCBigFour@verizon.net           

Thanks, Noel 

 

NYCentral  Modeler 

Do you love the NYC? How about helping the 
NYCSHS preserve the memory?  Do your part.   

 
 
 

 

Preview Of  4th 

Quarter 2022 issue 
 

 

Chuck Beargie returns to update a Trix 
NYCS Caboose for us. 

 Tom Long continues his series of N-
Scale modeling with a model of the East 
Brookfield Station. 
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Always looking for 
good articles and photos 
for the 4rth Qtr. 2022 
edition.  Let us see your 
handiwork. 

Seth Lakin concludes with 
the 3rd chapter of his “NYC 
NW2 Switchers. 




